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Campaign for Bates
Exceeds $100 Million

Page Hall Drug Bust
CONOR HURLEY

MATT GERETY
STAFF WRITER

Bates has exceeded the $100
million benchmark in its fundrais¬
ing campaign, announced Vice
President for College Advancement
Victoria Devlin. The campaign
had raised $101 million as of Jan.
31. Known as “The Campaign for
Bates: Endowing Our Values,” the
current fundraising effort is a sixyear campaign with a $120 million
goal and will end Jun. 30 this year.
“This is great news for Bates,”
Devlin stated. “We’ve reached a
milestone thanks to a committed
and passionate group of alumni,
parents and friends. We’re very
grateful.” President Elaine Tut¬
tle Hansen added, “This kind of
achievement suggests that, in terms
of building a culture of philanthro¬
py, we have turned an important
corner.”
Through discussions among
faculty, staff, students, trustees,
alumni and parents, the goal of
$120 million was subdivided into
various components: $45 million
for endowed financial aid, $20
million to sustain academic qual¬
ity, $20 million for facility revital¬
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ization, $25 million over five years
for increased annual giving to the
Bates Fund and $10 million in un¬
restricted new donations intended
for the endowment.
Thus far, the Campaign for
Bates has been more success¬
ful than previous attempts at in¬
creasing Bates’ endowment, rais¬
ing twice as much money as the
College has raised in the past. As
Hansen stated, “The new Benjamin
Bates society is the most dramatic
sign of all: between 1855 and 1999,
the college had six living donors
who gave over $1 million, and five
years later, we now have 27 living
donors who have given over $1
million.”
Devlin pointed out two particu¬
lar aspects of the current campaign
which have been instrumental to
its success: generous contributions
from members of the Bates Board
of Trustees and exceeding the goal
for new academic endowment by
raising $21.2 million. Regarding the
academic portion of the new en¬
dowment, Devlin commented, “the
sum includes five new endowed
professorships. In many ways, our

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Shortly after students returned
from winter recess, Bates Security
and Lewiston Police searched two
dorm rooms and arrested Gregory
Fisher '09 for possession of illegal
drugs. Police made the arrest at
11:49 p m. Monday, Feb. 27 after
scrutinizing the two rooms and
questioning three students, in¬
cluding Fisher, all of whom were
implicated in the searches.
A source, who spoke on
the condition of anonymity, ex¬
plained that police searched the
two rooms in Page and Smith ex¬
tensively by hand, but eventually
called in a K-9 unit to expedite
the process.
Police and security eventually

discovered hallucinogenic mush¬
rooms in Fisher's Page Hall room,
according to multiple sources.
The police report for the incident
states that Fisher was arrested
for “possession of schedule X
drugs,” a class of narcotics which
includes psilocin and psilocybin
- the psychoactive ingredients
present in ‘shrooms.’
L.A.P.D.
officers
implied,
through their questions, that they
believed Fisher and the two other
students were part of a large drug
ring that supplied “weed, X, coke,
crack, crystal meth and acid” to
students and some locals, relat¬
ed the source, who was present
during the incident. Despite this
suspicion, officers discovered no
illegal narcotics in the Smith Hall
room and only the ‘shrooms’ in

Fisher's room. Director of Securi¬
ty Tom Carey believes that a scale
and supply of ‘baggies’ were also
confiscated. He was unaware
if there was any “drug residue”
found on the seized items.
Security was prompted to
search the Page room after re¬
ceiving reports indicating “sig¬
nificant drug abuse... and maybe
dealing,” according to Carey. Ac¬
cording to Dean of Students Tedd
Goundie, security typically will
search a room after “receiving
consistent information from mul¬
tiple sources... and won’t search
the room without one of the resi¬
dents present. If [security] finds
something that suggests dealing
or drugs that fall into the harder
See DRUG BUST, page 8

Victims Discuss Torture Methods
Used by U.S.-Backed Military

See CAMPAIGN FOR BATES, page 8

Dorms Designations Change to
"Chem-Free" and "Low-Chem"
EMILY RAND
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Several changes, will take place
next year regarding the designation
of various on-campus dormitories.
Rand Hall, notorious for its annu¬
ally extensive list of dorm damage
and raucous atmosphere, will be
designated as “low-chem” The “lowchem” designation means that no
kegs, no blue slips and no more than
one case of beer will be permitted on
each floor at any time.

“Obviously, there has been a
cycle in Rand that we would like
to break,” Dean of Students Tedd
Goundie said of Rand Hall, whose
dorm damage totaled $6949.95 first
semester.
“We are having a difficult time
curbing the dorm damage numbers
in Rand,” said Assistant Dean of Stu¬
dents Erin Foster Zsiga. “We realized
that the only way to change the repu¬
tation the dorm has gained over the
past few years is to change the desig-

SARAH BECK / THE BATES STUDENT
Jenifer Harbury describes the CIA torture methods used during the assassination of her El Salvadorian hus¬
band in 1994.

See HOUSING, page 7
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CHRISTINE ARSNOW
STAFF WRITER

A History
Presidents

of

Bates

Conor Hurley '09 takes a look
at the seven Bates presidents' vari¬
ous contibutions to the College.
Compared to Bowdoin's 14 presi¬
dents and Colby's 19 presidents,
only 7 presidents have held office
at Bates over its 151 year history.

Living Chem-Flree
In light of the new dorm des¬
ignations for next year, Nicholas
Bauer '08 clarifies what it means
to live chem-free. "I want to make
sure everyone who really wants to
get a room there [in the chem-free
house] can," Bauer says.
Page 2
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Women's Squash Wins
Kurtz Cup
’Popcorn' in Schaeffer
Lauren Kawana speaks with
Steve Lattanzi and Brad Oriel about
:heir upcoming roles in the The¬
ater Department's production of
'Popcorn"

Women's Sqaush finished their
stellar season by beating Cornell to
win the Kurtz B Division Cup. The
team ended their season ranked
ninth in the nation.
Page 16
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Last Monday night, Neris Gon¬
zalez and Jenifer Harbury deliv¬
ered a joint lecture about their
personal experience with torture
in Latin America. Gonzalez and
Harbury claimed that the CIA and
the U.S. military are aware of the
torture that is used to maintain or¬
der in Latin America, just as they
are aware of the torture that goes
on in Iraq. The women revealed
the danger of continuing the use
of torture as an order-mainte¬
nance device and expressed their
desire to increase awareness that
the U.S. government is involved
in this practice.
Aided by a personal translator,
Gonzalez spoke about her torture
by the U.S.-backed El Salvador
military in 1979 for her grassroots
efforts in assisting the nation’s im¬
poverished inhabitants. Gonzalez
began working with the Catholic

Church to increase literacy rates
among El Salvadorian poor; as
she became more involved with
her community, she and fellow
activists noticed that El Salvador¬
ian factories were abusing field
workers. These workers received
minimum pay and were disre¬
spected both sexually and physi¬
cally. Gonzalez and her friends
attempted to increase awareness
of this injustice. The El Salvador¬
ian government combated this ef¬
fort by imprisoning and torturing
the activists. Of the sixty group
members, Gonzalez was one of
two survivors.
In 1987, Gonzalez was grant¬
ed political asylum in the United
States and established residence
in Chicago.
After undergo¬
ing years of therapy to ease the
weight of her experiences, she
decided to confront the generals
who had caused her such physi¬
cal torture. Through the Kobler
Center for Justice Accountability

in San Francisco, Gonzalez found
that both of the generals were
living in West Palm Beach. Vol¬
unteer lawyers and students then
prosecuted and convicted the
generals. Gonzalez felt that her
legal victory “opened the door for
justice and human rights in this
and all other countries."
Unlike the native-born Gonza¬
lez, Harbury is a U.S. born attor¬
ney, author and activist. Harbury
has spent the past twenty years
working for human rights reforms
in Guatemala and the U.S. She
compared the social situation in
Guatemala in the 80’s and 90’s
to the apartheid in South Africa:
while 80 percent of the popula¬
tion is native, this majority had
minimal power in national gov¬
ernment. Native Guatemalans had
no land and no representation in
the government. Harbury’s hus¬
band, Efrafn Bamaca Velasquez,
See TORTURE VICTIMS, page 7
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Please, Bates, Can I Have Some More?

Letters
Talk of Gulags

MEGAN HAMILTON

Clarifying the "Chem-Free Lifestyle"

To the Editor:
To the Editor:
Thanks again to Bates for
bringing another fascinating wom¬
an to the I/A community. Jehanne
Gheith’s talk on the Gulags during
the Stalin era startled me as I be¬
gan to see the parallels in our own
time. She agreed that the trend of
imprisoning folks in our culture
is worrisome and that there are
parallels with the pre-Stalin era of
the Soviet Union but that there are
also significant differences. Unfor¬
tunately for me, we did not have
the time to discuss either beyond
acknowledging their existence.
Maybe that opportunity pres¬
ents itself in the pages of The
Student. I look forward to reading
more about her talk in future is¬
sues. Three parallels jumped out at
me from her presentation. We now
hold more people in prison than
any other nation. I believe that
was the case in the Soviet Union
during the time period of her talk.
We imprison a significant number
of pregnant and parenting young
women. The relationship of moth¬
ers and daughters as reflected in
their memories of the Gulag expe¬
rience was the essence of her talk.
And, most importantly, the people
she interviewed for her data did
not talk about their experiences
after release and possibly had not
talked much with anyone before
Ms. Gheith drew them out for her
study.
This is undoubtedly, at least
partly, a result of the threat of re¬
imprisonment for anyone who
See SOVIET GULAGS, page 5

Many must be rejoicing at the
news that Roger Williams Hall will
no longer be chem-free, since the
Bill has some great rooms and is
ideally located on campus. I am
not one of those people. I was in
the Bill as a first-year, and I’m in it
again this year. A chem-free dorm
was a good thing for Bates, but
there were problems filling the 42
upperclass beds, and living space
is at a premium at Bates. As many
people have been put there who
didn’t want to be, enforcement
was also inevitably loose.
Rand is effectively the Bill’s
watered-down replacement. The
Bill was made chem-free several
years back after gaining a reputa¬
tion as the worst party dorm on
campus; perhaps the administra¬
tion is hoping they can transform
Rand in a similar fashion. Unfortu¬
nately, the term “low-chem” seems
like it would encourage a lot more
rule-bending than even people in
the Bill in the past couple years
have engaged in. I will reserve
judgment on the idea, but the
program’s success will depend on
strong enforcement. Otherwise,
low-chem will be meaningless, no
matter the prohibition of kegs and
alcohol blue-slips.
Now, there is a small commu¬
nity of students, myself included,
who choose not to use any drugs
or alcohol, and who like the idea
of living with like-minded people.
I like the idea of living somewhere
where the floor isn’t sticky with al¬
cohol and vomit doesn’t clog the

toilets every weekend.
Aware of this group, the Col¬
lege has designated Moulton
House as “chem-free lifestyle.”
Forty people responded positively
to an e-mail interest survey for liv¬
ing in this house. Unfortunately,
there are only 23 beds available
in Moulton House, with only three
singles, seven doubles, and two tri¬
ples. Given this situation, I would
like to take a moment to discuss
the designation. “Chem-free life¬
style” is a stronger designation
than the current chem-free desig¬
nation (both in practice and in the¬
ory) of the Bill. Chem-free lifestyle
does not just mean you can’t bring
alcohol into the house. Chem-free
lifestyle does not even stop at re¬
stricting you from returning to the
house under the influence. The
housing brochure’s FAQ says “no
chemical use is permitted in the
building and that the building’s
residents will not use chemi¬
cal substances outside of the
building” (bold emphasis mine).
If you’ve been considering living
there, keep in mind that you are
agreeing to not drink alcohol (or
the like) for the entire year, and
that this will be enforced by the
other members of the house. Espe¬
cially since there are approximate¬
ly 40 people interested and only
23 spots available, I want to make
sure everyone who really wants to
get a room there can, so please be
sure Moulton is the place for you
before you decide.
- Nicholas Bauer '08
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I am the B-A-T-E-S Cheer¬
leader of the basketball games
at Alumni Gym. Many students
and parents have thanked me for
leading the cheers. Actually, it is
I who thank the Bates family for
accepting me into their world. I
just love everything about Bates
College, the concerts, sports, and
everything about Bates.
The last time I peeked at my
birth certificate, it still was the
same as the last time, 1931. Well,
I am enjoying the golden years,
and thanks to coaches like Joe
Reilly and Jim Murphy, they give
me a lot of excitement. I am writ¬
ing this after the women pounded
the Colby Mules, and the men’s
team came from behind to send
the Mules packing. I’ll bet it was a
long ride home for both of those
teams.
Again, thank you Bates, for
the enjoyment, the exciting action
at Alumni Gym.
Cheers,
Don Robitaille

STAFF WRITER

Well Bates, I don’t know what
to say. I feel a little bit betrayed.
I thought you were behind me on
this whole thesis thing, I thought
I could count on you. You gave
me recycled binders, you gave
me grants (twice, might I remind
you) to do research in Canada,
you established an Honors Com¬
mittee and gave us a little party
with snacks and nametags. But
when push came to shove, Bates,
you couldn’t take the pressure,
you walked away. I know, I know,
thesis work over February break is
not the stuff of thumbnails on the
Bates homepage. It is, however,
often necessary - I thought that,
more than anybody, you would un¬
derstand, but that wasn’t the case.
As fulfilling as my thesis is - and it
is, really - I still need to eat. And
I can’t help but feel you dropped
the ball there when you decided
to stop feeding thesis students like
me for free during breaks.
I know this is old history but
I can’t resist - you took away the
stoves, Bates. You banned all kinds
of useful appliances and made me
feel really guilty about a certain
microwave that may or may not re¬
side in Village Three. Even if I was
a cook - and let’s be honest, any
skills I have are in the liberal arts,
not the kitchen. I’m of little use be¬
yond cookies and grilled cheese,

so there wouldn’t be much hope
for me to feed myself on a day
to day basis. Without a car, that
leaves Russell Street, Papa John’s
and the occasional trek to Friend¬
ly’s. Unless, of course, I swallow
the bitter pill and agree to pay for
admission to Commons. Four dol¬
lars a meal, every meal, all break. I
hate to state the obvious, but thesis
isn’t exactly a money-maker and
staying in Maine, while my own
choice, is hardly the ideal spring
break. When I said bitter pill, I
meant one of those really big ones
- chalky, even - the kind you can
barely swallow without choking.
I’m stomping my foot, I’m whin¬
ing, I’m pulling out all the stops
but Bates, I have to know, what on
earth were you thinking?
It wasn’t just me, Bates; it was
everyone but athletes - interna¬
tional students and people who
live outside the Northeast and se¬
niors in the midst of thesis misery
- honors, yearlong and single se¬
mester alike. I can’t help but tell
you - as a friend - that this struck
me as a terribly poor decision. Of
course you want people to come to
you from far away; of course you’re
all about diversity, but what about
supporting those students during
their time here, on your campus,
choosing to live in - of all places
- Maine? It seems unreasonable to
believe that a student from, oh say,
See THESIS STUDENTS, page 3

This Ain't No Powerball:
The Housing Lottery
MITCH COTE-CROSSKILL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

There are a lot of traumatic rites
of passage one endures in college.
Your first beer bong hit, your first
midterm and the realization that
there isn’t something wrong with
your card and you actually have
$1.32 in your People’s ATM ac¬
count. Each is terrifying in its own
way. Then there is the housing lot¬
tery, which if I remember correctly
is right around the corner. Don’t
get me wrong, the housing lottery
can be the site of your greatest tri¬
umph if you and your new best
friend/roomie cruise into a 400ft.
double with a Jacuzzi due to a sin¬
gle digit number. But for the rest
of us, the lottery represents a life or
death battle for living space in the
crowded bubble of Bates.
You think you won’t succumb
to the Darwinian dynamics at work
in Pettengill over a period of three
nights? Wait until you have to
choose between:
a. ) A double in some chemfree all male house you have never
heard of with your close amigo or
b. ) The deluxe Jacuzzi room
mentioned earlier with some fellow
who you just met but who you are
pretty sure has designs on you.
Suddenly a goodnight kiss with
a little tongue doesn’t seem such a
harsh price for a room so big you
could park your car in it. Let me
tell you, when my sophomore year
roomie Jesse (who I had happened
to meet a week earlier in my own
desperate search for somebody to
fill the bottom bunk, but that’s an¬
other story) and I saw there was

one remaining male double in
Adams we felt like a pair of gods,
signing that quiet agreement even
as we yelled like banshees and
chest bumped till our ribs ached.
Then there are the others, the
walking dead. Jesse and I at least
had hope with our number in the
early 200s, but you can easily pick
out the 300 plus kids. Their eyes
are vacant, their movements pon¬
derous as they stare slack jawed at
the floor plans of rooms they know
they have no hope of ever attain¬
ing. They will console themselves
with words like “Well hey, I hear
great things about that summer
lottery” or “Look the Bill can’t be
as bad as people say” (well that is
what they used to say until this big
housing shakeup), but they and
everyone else are fully aware their
fates have already been decided
by whatever sinister computer de¬
cided their number. Their sole sol¬
ace will be nursing on the lollipops
handed out downstairs, tasting like
both sour apple and the salty tang
of their tears.
Now in response to this rather
overwhelming situation, some en¬
terprising souls opt for the “theme
house.” These houses are dedicat¬
ed to music, the environment, love,
the New York Knicks, Mongolia or
whatever you think can convince
the housing department that you
and your buddies deserve to cheat
the system. I must admit I always
was a little jealous of these folks,
who, united by their love of post¬
modern art, had managed to snag a
house to themselves while I frantiSee A SENIOR'S MODEST, page 5
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John Doris:
The Bully
Made Me Do It
CHLOE VINER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Friday, Mar. 3, John Doris
Ph.D., came to present his views
on evil. His speech entitled “Skep¬
ticism about Evil: From My Lai to
Abu Ghraib,” proved to be a weak
attempt to absolve actors in hate
crimes of moral and legal respon¬
sibility.
Doris begins by stating that the
word ‘evil’ is a political tool used
to create “emotional charge” and
“moral finality.” He insinuates that
evil should be dropped from the
human vocabulary as it is used to
manipulate audiences into specific
emotional responses. This state¬
ment indirectly implies that evil
does not exist and rather is a men¬
tal manipulation; a statement that
goes directly against historical ac¬
counts of genocide and war crimes
that seem to be the very manifesta¬
tion of evil.
Doris’s next argument is a
weak and unsubstantiated account
of ‘psychologism’ and that “to attri¬
bute moral evil to an action or ac¬
tor is to attribute to the actor psy¬
chological properties of qualities of
mind.” From this definition Doris
creates the argument that there are
excusing conditions for being an
actor in a war crime. Doris might
as well state that human beings as
a race do not maintain the mental
competence or cognitive ability to
determine that an act is immoral.
He argues that sights, sounds and
smells of wartime change a person
and create a moral drift: “situations
change - things that would have
seemed quite terrible seem quite
normal.” Surely Doris does not
believe that this “moral drift” justi¬
fies the practice of open firing on
women and children.
The next argument Doris cre¬
ates is a highly disproved “chain
of command” argument, whereby
agents of action are not to blame
and are “just following orders."
Judicial precedent is clear on this
issue; in 1961 when Adolph Eichmann, a Nazi war criminal, went to
trail, he insisted that he was only
“following orders.” This attempt to
remove oneself from moral culpa¬
bility was also used by the Nazi
war criminals during the 1945-1946
Nuremberg trials. Eichmann ar¬
gued that in order to uphold his
orders he was forced to give up his
consciousness. The court, com¬
prised of three high ranking judg¬
es, found this a weak defense for
mass murder and Eichmann was
convicted on all counts and sen¬
tenced to death.
Worse than justifying the ac¬
tions of individuals who open fired
on villages of innocent people,
Doris does not assign the blame
to any specific agent. While he
indicates that those in power and
on the “chain of command” are re¬
sponsible, he gives no proposed
way to confront the problem or
punish the “real” agents of action.
Although Doris is a well known
and reputed author and professor,
his general argument that individu¬
als should be judged by the situa¬
tions they are in and not their in¬
dividual character, is essentially an
enormous moral cop-out.
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Language: An Endangered Species
ALLIE GOLDSTEIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Almost every course offered at
Bates is, in some sense, a study of
language. From Psychology to An¬
thropology to Japanese, every de¬
partment is concerned with com¬
munication, whether it be through
the development of speech as a
child, the implications of socially
loaded words or the practice of
reading and writing a different al¬
phabet. Education in general is
a practice of communication as it
would be impossible for ideas to
transcend from one mind to anoth¬
er without the middleman of lan¬
guage. Bates has yet to accept an
illiterate student.
That said, it is somewhat alarm¬
ing to think that of the six thousand
languages spoken across the globe,
only seven are regularly taught in
classrooms at Bates. Thankfully,
we seem to have chosen the right
ones. English, Spanish, Russian,
German, Japanese and Chinese all
make the top-ten list for number of
speakers worldwide. Among the
overlooked at Bates are Bengali,
Hindi and Portuguese which are
fourth, fifth and sixth as the world’s
most widely spoken languages and
boast a collective 540 million speak¬
ers. However, these languages are
in no danger of extinction and do
not need Bates’ endorsement in or¬
der to persist.
The true source of concern
should be for those more obscure
languages that threaten being lost
to human lips forever. With ninetysix percent of the world’s languages
being spoken by only four percent
of its population, about one lan¬
guage dies every month. No tears
are shed; there is no eulogy.
Yet should the loss of rare,
impractical languages really be a
source of anguish? Theoretically,
no. Just as animal and plant spe¬
cies die out when they are no lon¬
ger fit for their environments, so do

languages. There are very few lan¬
guages, among them Hebrew and
Greek, that have survived for more
than two thousand years. There¬
fore, what is distressing about lan¬
guage extinction today is not the
fact that it occurs, but the rate at
which it is occurring.
Rather than dying of natural
causes, languages are now being
overtaken by the forces of modern¬
ization and globalization. As Paul
Newman, Professor of Linguistics at
Indiana University, puts it, the ex¬
planation is simple: “roads.” Mod¬
ern transportation is the driving
force of cultural intermingling, a
process through which much is lost
in translation. It is no coincidence
that 75 percent of Brazil’s languages
have died out since the Portuguese
colonization of 1530 and 90 per¬
cent of Australia’s languages have
died out since the British coloniza¬
tion of 1800. Imperialism clearly
yields linguistic casualties.
In many instances, people sur¬
render their first words without
putting up much of a fight. The
American Indians of North Dakota
have been known to wash chil¬
dren’s mouths out with soap when
they speak their native Lakota. In
Sri Lanka, people often prefer to
speak in broken English rather
than relapse to their smoother Sin¬
halese, which has been considered
the dialect of the uneducated since
the British occupation of the is¬
land. Douglas Parks, Professor of
Native American Studies at Indiana
University, notes, “There’s a feel¬
ing among indigenous people that
their language won’t help their kids
succeed in life.”
In the United States, this may
be somewhat true. Speaking of
her salon’s hiring practices, my
hairdresser told me about a woman
whose father accompanied her to
the interview as a translator. Need¬
less to say, the woman’s inability to
speak English was a major liability,
and she was not offered a position

even as a hair washer. As my hair¬ writes, “The point is that it’s not just
dresser noted, “What was she going picturesque details that are lost if a
to do? Bring her father in to work language dies out, it’s also a whole
every day?” As similar incidents are way of understanding human ex¬
replicated daily across the country, perience.”
Currently under siege in the
it is clear that as long as America is
a dominant force in the internation¬ United States is American Sign Lan¬
al economics scene, English will be guage. While society encourages
spoken in the workplace. Instead the non-hearing to learn to read
of adjusting to the cultures of the lips or to get cochlear implants
various peoples that come into the that will allow them to perceive
United States, immigrants adjust by some sound, many deaf people af¬
learning English as immediately firm deaf culture and continue to
as possible. Although this policy sign. Sign language is able to cap¬
does create the unity necessary for ture many of the ambiguities that
a functioning society, much is lost spoken word cannot, as shown by
Dorothy Miles’ signed version of
through assimilation.
Unlike other world powers, her poem “Defiance.” Miles signed
Americans tend to use economic the first line of the poem, “If I were
prosperity as an excuse for linguis¬ I,” by juxtaposing the sign for “I”
tic provincialism. Only eight per¬ with the sign for “hypocrite,” add¬
cent of American college students ing a whole new layer of meaning.
study a foreign language, and only It is frightening to think that such
one out of four institutions list for¬ a unique, rich language could be
eign language study as a graduation martyred in the name of confor¬
requirement. In Japan, a country mity to a hearing norm.
If languages continue to fade
whose language is the eighth larg¬
est in the world, six years of in¬ away at the present rate, by the
struction in English is a graduation year 2100, 90 percent of the lan¬
requirement for high school, and guages that exist today will no lon¬
many students attend night school ger exist. However, it would be
to learn even more. Why then, unreasonable to expect every edu¬
when we have such vital economic cational institution in the country
ties to Japan, are only a fraction of to teach all six thousand languages
one percent of American students of the world. So, what can we do
learning Japanese? Why are other here at Bates? I think that the solu¬
world powers forced to adapt to tion starts with a change in attitude.
our way of speaking rather than Americans need to stop thinking of
an imperfect mastery of English
the other way around?
The tragedy of this type of im¬ as some kind of a deficiency and
perialism is that the beauty of hu¬ instead examine their own inept¬
man language lies in its variety and ness at speaking in, say, Swahili,
nuance, much of which is steadily the language that will soon domi¬
being buried. Only in Boro of nate Africa. Just as we realize that
northeast India is there a word for a culturally uniform world would
“to love for the last time” - Onsra be stagnant and boring, we must
- and only in Iniktitut of the Cana¬ come to appreciate that language
dian Arctic is there a way to say “he barriers actually facilitate deeper
does not know which way to turn communication. The human ex¬
because of the many seals he has perience is so varied and complex
seen come to the ice” in a single that it is no wonder that we need at
breath - Pujilittatug. As Mark Ab- least six thousand different tongues
ley, author of Spoken Here: Trav¬ to express it adequately.
els Among Threatened Languages,

Thesis Students Get Hungry, Too
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

Kenya, or LA, to choose two dif¬
ferent extremes, could afford the
exorbitant plane fares for travel to
and from school every break. Even
if one could, the difficulties of the
journey - the transportation to the
airport, the jet lag, the packing and
unpacking, all for a break that is
just a week - could make return¬
ing home in December, February
and April something of a head¬
ache. And just between us, well
Bates, it’s like this, I stayed before
as an athlete. Of course, that was
back in the days when you paid for
pretty much anyone to eat, but the
truth is, team thesis was a lot more
taxing than practice a few hours a
day for the track team. I would like
to believe that my thesis, which
will eventually reside in Muskie
Archives, contributes as much to
you as my participation on the 4
by 800m relay. Don’t say it - oh, it’s
Athletic Funds, it’s different - don’t
pull that with me. There may be
multiple accounts and budgetary
allocations and things, but at the
end of the day, it is all Bates money.
I can’t help but think that there was
something you could have done
differently to pay for us to eat. For

example, my family got a copy
of the Bates Magazine at home
and I received one in my mailbox
- one per family would, I imag¬
ine, generally suffice. Multiplied
by fifteen hundred Batesies, that
expense alone could cover quite
a few meals. You know that bit
in Dave where Kevin Kline slashes
the budget and saves the homeless
and it makes you happy every time
you stay up too late to glory in the
feel-good politics of the scene? It’s
like that Bates; I think if you had
been ruthless, if you had fought,
you could have made the decision
to feed students over break - it’s
not just that you didn’t do it that
distresses me, it’s that I don’t even
believe it was a priority.
I’m not terrifically unreasonable.
I do think that students should have
reasons to stay - I don’t think you
should provide free food and lodg¬
ing for New Englanders who want
to party and ski all week. But how
difficult would it be to figure out
who really needs to stay? Honors
thesis? Check. Home in Nairobi?
Check. An urge to shop in Free¬
port? No way.
I was lucky, my department
picked up the slack, I had a free
meal every day and, to be honest,

I often took something to tide me
over to the next meal. But not ev¬
eryone was so lucky. And while
my love for the English Depart¬
ment multiplied manifold for their
kindness, my feelings towards you
Bates, are still suffering. See, it’s
hard to know what I want you
to be. Sometimes I see you as a
parent - I need you to feed me,
heat me and give me a place to
sleep. Sometimes I see you as a
coach - pushing me, challenging
me, demanding one more page
before the lights go out in Ladd Li¬
brary. Sometimes I see you as a
friend, someone with whom I will
have a lifelong relationship, sealed
by my donation to the Senior Gift
of Green Energy. In any of these
capacities, the break policy was a
poor choice. My real mother not
only wanted to feed me over break,
but she offered to take care of my
laundry. My coaches have always
been big on the "fueling your
body for optimal performance"
thing. And friends, Bates, friends
bring friends Ben and Jerry’s when
they’ve had a bad day. They cer¬
tainly don’t charge you four dollars
for the chance to steal yourself yet
another dinner of peanut butter
and jelly.

Digitz
25,000
The amount of money, in
pounds, that a Norwegian man
spent on two visits to a strip
club. The man claimed that he
was drugged but eye witnesses
say that he treated everyone to
dances and champagne.

250,000,000
The amount of money, in
dollars, that the founder of
Domino’s Pizza Tom Monaghan
is spending on building a pornfree town. Ave Maria in Florida
will be run on strict Catholic
lines, with no selling of porn,
condoms or birth control pills,
and a ban on X-rated cable TV.

500
The fine, in dollars, of a park¬
ing ticket that an Iowan woman
hoped to avoid by faking her
own death. She now faces five
years in prison for fraud.

Sources: ananova.com
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Faces on the Frontline: Emerging Leaders p>lirnU HiiPctinnc
of the Third World Bring Hope
L,UI11U Vue!»L1<jn5>
SHAWNA-KAYE LESTER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
•9

Quite a few countries have be¬
gun 2006 by cleaning out their po¬
litical closets. The first two months
of the year have seen new national
leaders emerging in Bolivia, Chile,
Haiti, Jamaica, Kosovo and Liberia,
while ballots are still being count¬
ed in Costa Rica.
It was the passing of former
president Ibrahim Rugova that
drew Fatmir Sejdiu, unchallenged,
to the reins in Kosovo; however,
nailbiting and shocking finishes
have marked many of the elections
elsewhere.
Someone
New

Old,

Someone

Rene Preval’s return to Haiti’s
presidential chair began in Febru¬
ary two years ago when, through
U.S intervention, President JeanBertrand Aristide was forced into
exile in South Africa. The interven¬
tion process bore suspicious and
striking resemblance to a strategic
coup d’etat and it is thought that
many Haitians have selected Preval with the hope that he will bring
back the ousted Aristide. The two
are thought to be similar; in fact,
Preval served as Prime Minister un¬
der Aristide before a military coup
in 1991, and both were key figures
in the fight against Haitian dictator
Jean-Claude ‘Baby Doc’ Duvalier in
the 1970s.
Preval’s immediate tasks in¬
clude addressing the en masse
migration of Haitians, gaining re¬
admittance to the Caribbean Com¬
munity (CARICOM), securing aid
from the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and other such organi¬
zations and beginning communica¬
tion with the opposition party.
Unlike Preval, Bolivia’s first in¬
digenous president, Evo Morales,
brings no former experience but
only fierce commitment to the tasks
at hand. An Aymara Indian and for¬
mer coca farmer, Morales will keep
his position as head of Bolivia’s
largest coca growers union while
he is president of South Ameri¬
ca’s poorest country. Morales has
served as head of the union for the

past 18 years and will be pushing
to find more commercial uses for
this crop that is used to make co¬
caine. As one who understands the
use of coca for ceremonial and me¬
dicinal purposes among the Boliv¬
ian people, Morales is opposed to
US-funded programs aimed at the
eradication of the coca crop.
Both these leaders will be un¬
der the watchful eye of Washing¬
ton.
New ‘Iron Ladies’

Many top bananas in Jamai¬
ca’s ruling People’s National Party
(PNP) slipped on their peels and
ate humble pie on Feb. 25. It was a
historic day for this tropical island
that is home to 2.7 million people,
as the country welcomed the first
female president of any political
party and Prime Minister elect, Por¬
tia Simpson-Miller.
Of the four contenders who
sought to replace outgoing Prime
Minister P.J Patterson, SimpsonMiller was the only one not holding
a terminal degree, a shortcoming
that her rivals flogged to death.
As the election date ap¬
proached, supporters of Mrs. Simpson-Miller’s closest competitor, Dr.
Peter Phillips, launched several
verbal public attacks on her com¬
petency. Phillips’ campaign team
likened electing her to placing the
country’s future up for grabs in a
betting shop. A massive cabinet re¬
shuffle is expected now that Mrs.
Simpson Miller has the final laugh
and the ultimate power: Popular
among the poor, it is expected that
she will also be a fierce competi¬
tor against Opposition party leader
Bruce Golding in the country’s
next general elections.
Like Jamaica’s Phillips, George
Weah of Liberia may have shot
himself in the foot when he said,
“Only a man can be strong enough
to deal with the ex-combatants. Li¬
beria just isn’t ready for a woman
leader yet.”
Head of the Unity Party and
Africa’s first female head of state,
Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf scored a goal
against this former FIFA World Foot¬
ball Player of the Year (1995) in the
country’s December 2005 general

elections. A trained economist with
a Public Adminstration Master's de¬
gree from Harvard University, Mrs.
Sirleaf is on an anti-corruption
drive and has already sacked 12
members of the finance ministry.
All are looking to her to spearhead
a drive for peace and improved
quality of life in the post-civil war
society. Like Simpson-Miller, this
was Sirleaf’s second time running
for head of the nation. In 1997, she
contested exiled former president
Charles Taylor, whose rebellion
against Dictator Samuel Doe she
initially supported. It is believed
that the tremendous support gar¬
nered from Liberia’s women and its
educated elite drove Sirleaf to the
helm of this three million-strong
West African nation.
Michelle Bachelet of Chile and
German Chancellor Angela Merkel
are also reveling in their recent
victories as the first female leaders
in their respective countries, but
Gloria Arroyo of the Philippines
continues to fight opposition to
her rule.
Washington on the Lookout

While Laura Bush and Condoleeza Rice journeyed to Liberia to
watch Sirleaf’s inauguration, Presi¬
dent Bush made no such trip to
Bolivia. Not surprisingly, he is not
welcome there.
On invitation from President
Fidel Castro, Evo Morales made
Cuba his first stop as president¬
elect. Notorious for ending his
speeches by shouting “Causachun
Coca! Wanuchun Yanquis!”, (Quechuan for “Live Coca! Out with the
Yankees!”), Morales joins Castro
and Venzuela’s Jugo Chavez as a
non-acceptor of US imperialism.
Having lost its grip on the
governments of Argentina, Brazil,
Uruguay and now Bolivia, the new
‘axis of good’ emerging in Latin
America might be joining China in
making the world’s super power
shake.
However, these new ‘mamas’
and papas are what their ailing
babies need: a leader truly for the
people, a visionary for the future
and a healer.

Question on the Quad
If Brokeback Mountain won Best Picture, how would the world be different?

"Three-Six Mafia would have won
more awards."

Jamie Nissen '06

"Dick Cheney would sell his Ranch."

John Phelan, '06

"They would change the name of
Mount David.1'

Rachael Greenwood, '09

"Do you think it was that
influential of a movie?

Nicolo Ramirez, '08

Reporting and photos by Samuel Haaz '06

TOM FLANAGAN
MANAGING FORUM
EDITOR

Bates stu¬
dents are “wick¬
ed smaht,” as
I would put it,
or at least that
seems to be the
common perception. According to
the Princeton Review, those of us
who currently study at Bates have
made it through an admissions
process with a Selectivity Rating
of 96 of a possible 100. It doesn’t
say exactly what their rating system
analyzes in order to make such a
claim, but it’s pretty clear that this
school is relatively stingy in giv¬
ing away its fat envelopes. Along
similar lines, the Princeton Review
is convinced that we study and are
instructed at an exceptional level
once we’re here, too, and has ac¬
cordingly rated Bates academics as
a 93 of a possible 100. Once again,
impressive stuff. I lay out these facts
not so that you can brag to your
friends at other schools, nor so you
can justify last semester’s miserable
GPA to your parents. The main
reason I chose to show how much
respect our collective intellect gets
on a national level is because it
forms an ironic backdrop for what
is to follow: a collection of some of
the dumbest questions ever-asked,
all of which are constantly flow¬
ing from the brilliant mouths of
Batesies. In addition to pointing
out some of the most noteworthy
of these questions, I’ll also provide
some possible responses that can
quickly and effectively show the
speaker just how foolish his or her
question was.
One of the most common of
these questions is asked in aca¬
demic buildings, of all places.
A few minutes before a class is
scheduled to begin, all of the stu¬
dents are lingering awkwardly
outside of the classroom’s closed
door. At this moment, a late-arriv¬
ing genius pipes up, “Is the door
locked?” Nope, we’re all afraid of
being shocked so we’re waiting
until someone with gloves shows
up. This person usually hammers
home the moment of moronic glo¬
ry when, after being informed that
the door is in fact locked, he or she
strolls through the crowd and tries
the knob anyway. This is one of
the more arrogant moves a person
could pull on this campus. What
makes someone think that they will
be able to effortlessly open a door
that a dozen other people have
agreed is locked? More importantly,
why is this person showing up to
class in the first place? After prov¬
ing him or herself capable of pos¬
ing a question like that, what could
he or she possibly contribute to a
classroom discussion?
Another ridiculously stupid
question that people ask at Bates
comes in the last few days preced¬
ing a vacation. A person enters a
room, usually with winter coat and
backpack on, sometimes even with
a parent loitering awkwardly in the
open doorway behind, and says,
“Alright guys, have a good break.”
In response, at least one person
always asks, “Oh, you’re leaving
now?” Nope, Dad and I were plan¬
ning to sleep in the car outside the
dorm for three days, and then leave
first thing Monday morning. What
part of the situation isn’t self-ex¬

planatory? What answer other than
“yes” could the person possibly be
expected to give?
The next asinine question is
my personal favorite. You come
into the library at 10:00 p.m. bun¬
dled up in every piece of North
Face gear you could muster, slur¬
ring your words because your jaw
is frozen, with your face bright
red from the biting wind, and you
greet a group of people seated to¬
gether. One of them looks you up
and down and queries, “Is it cold
outside?” No, it’s actually 78 de¬
grees out on this glorious February
evening in Maine. Weird, huh? I’m
only dressed this way to sweat out
six pounds so I can compete at 165
pounds in my IM wrestling meet to¬
night. Don’t be confused by my red
cheeks either, because they aren’t a
result of the temperature. I just got
bitch-slapped 60 consecutive times
by the girl working at the reserve
desk upstairs. Isn’t that nuts?
Another classic is when some¬
one walks into a room, sees an
empty Papa John’s box on the
floor and exclaims, “You guys got
pizza?!?!” No, we actually ordered
a couple of steak dinners but they
deliver it in the same box. Better
yet, we weren’t quite satisfied with
how badly our room reeked of gar¬
lic and grease, so we dug around
in the trash room and found an old
box and we’re going to lay it out
open in the center of our room for
the night. Actually, we’re using it as
a lure to trap drunken and/or stu¬
pid kids and it finally worked!
Last but not least, there are
times at Bates when you find your¬
self standing outside of a building,
shivering, with your hands jammed
in your pockets while you desper¬
ately wait for someone to come
along and rescue you. As this
white knight finally approaches, he
or she rarely resists the temptation
to ask, “Locked out?” or “Forgot
your card?” Nope, I just got hired
in a new work-study program as a
greeter. Actually, I’m timing myself
as I sustain severe hypothermia to
see at which exact moment my or¬
gans fail.
These are the types of ques¬
tions that comedian Bill Engvall ad¬
dresses on the Blue Collar Comedy
Tour, but his material rarely taps
into the apparently vast resource
that is a highly selective liberal arts
college. These are all questions
that I’ve overheard or been asked
on many occasions, and by default,
given where we are, each question
was asked by an intelligent person.
Most are able to admit that we’ve
thrown one of them out there in a
moment of weakness at one time
or another, and it’s a nice reminder
for all of us in our intellectual and
oh-so prestigious world of aca¬
demia that statements of pure stu¬
pidity can come from everyone, no
matter what we study or where we
study it. I think the dose of humil¬
ity could do us all some good. Un¬
derstanding the universality of the
issue doesn’t mean that we can’t
try to fight it, though. We can tiy
to at least minimize these mindnumbing questions by meeting
them with biting sarcasm, the cold
shoulder, or a shovel to the face.
And if you’re reading this article in
disbelief, saying things like, “Those
questions don’t seem stupid to
me!” then you’re probably beyond
saving. Put down the newspaper
before you hurt yourself.
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So, You Want to "Change the System?"
JAMES LIDDELL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Senior year of college is one of
the most decisive moments of our
lives. And, fittingly, we all cope
with the stress and disillusionment
of this final year in different ways.
Some of us, wasting no time, have
started the big “job search,’’ while
others have spent the year refash¬
ioning their relationship with Jim
Beam. Some of us are on a first
name basis with everyone at the Of¬
fice of Career Services, while oth¬
ers have resigned to drawing their
inspiration from Woody Allen and
Roman Polanski. Whether you lean
toward the former category or the
latter, most seniors are starting to
realize that the greatest decision we
currently face is not whether we
should switch from the Mach-3 ra¬
zor to the new 5-blade Gillette Fu¬
sion but what we will do with the
rest of our lives.
One of the most difficult aspects
of planning life after Bates is that
you’re not just picking your first
career, but you’re being forced to
consciously choose between chas¬
ing money or pursuing a more en¬

joyable but modestly paying profes¬
sion. Although our professors and
career counselors reassure us of the
vast opportunities that await us, it
often feels as if the only choice is
between investment banking and
economic consulting or working
for an NGO in Eritrea for $20,000
a year. That’s not to say that our
only destinations are Boston or East
Africa, but just that at this point in
our lives everything seems black
and white. The private sector or
non-profit? Premature affluence or
“Mom, can you help me out?” Im¬
ported beer or Natty Light? Whole
Foods or Wal-Mart? Summers on
Long Island or seasonal trips to Di¬
nosaur State Park? Sure, this is an
over-simplification, and we can al¬
ways change our minds along the
way. Nor, for that matter, is the idea
of pounding some Natty Light and
going on a fossil walk unappealing
by any stretch of the imagination,
but the decision we are forced to
make right now is real and by no
means an easy one.
The job search is even harder
for those socially conscious se¬
niors who strive to “change the sys¬
tem.” That’s right, you know who

Soviet Gulags and the U.S.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

spoke publicly about their experi¬
ences while in the Gulag. I wonder
whether the citizenry of the Soviet
Union was talking about it during
their imprisonment, other than, of
course, to the extent to which we
might talk about avoiding our own
imprisonment for some offense
now?
My sense is that the women Pro¬
fessor Gheith spoke of were impris¬
oned for behaviors which the gov¬
ernment deemed to be threatening
to its existence. The young pregnant
and parenting women in our pris¬
ons tend to be there for drug related
offenses. I suppose you could say
such offenses are seen by our gov¬
ernment as a threat to its stability
if not its existence. Interestingly, the
women in the Gheith study harbor
a sense of shame for their imprison¬
ment, seeming to blame themselves
rather the government. This under¬
mines esteem and the sense of self.
I wonder if that is the case with the
women in our prisons today and, if
so, is that what we are hoping for as
the outcome of their imprisonment?
I guess the most significant
question I would appreciate some
feedback on, is who benefits from
the imprisonment of folks who
might, somehow, be a threat to gov¬
ernment or the stability of the soci¬
ety within which governments ex¬
ist? The “Berlin Reporter,” a weekly
New Hampshire newspaper, recent¬
ly did a series of articles on how the
prison there, and another planned
for the area, I presume, benefit the
community. They used examples
such as how some employees at
the prison, new to the community,
would not only blow the snow out
of their own driveways but would
often do the same for their elderly
neighbors as well. Of course, Berlin
is a dying community. It is also a
beautiful community, probably ri¬
valing any village in the Swiss Alps
for its beauty, except for one fea¬
ture: an ugly paper mill sitting in the
middle of the river and therefore in
the middle of town. The mill is what

gave sustenance to the community
for several generations. Like Maine
mills, however, it is no longer com¬
petitive with mills in Indonesia or
China and, like it or not, will go out
of business. Without acknowledging
this loss, the newspaper is prepar¬
ing the community to see prisons as
the next source of good jobs with
benefits. To be sure, there is noth¬
ing more important to any commu¬
nity than good jobs with benefits so
the newspaper is providing an im¬
portant community service by help¬
ing the town make the transition.
Unfortunately, like with the paper
making industry, there is a down
side to prison jobs and like with the
degradation of the river in the case
of paper making, that downside will
have future costs that we probably
should be thinking about now. If
the newspaper is not helping the
community think about such costs,
and my sense is they are not, then
who will be?
Hopefully, the pre-Stalin era
Gulag of the Soviet Union does
not portend for us the horror of
the Stalin years to follow, but we
might want to start talking about
whether imprisoning people is the
way for any community to manage
questionable social behaviors or to
create good paying jobs with ben¬
efits? I’m guessing a young, parent¬
ing mom and her child could attend
Bates with a better outcome, for less
than it would cost to hold her in
prison for four years and foster her
child, with a substantial stipend left
over for child care and transport. In
what way does society benefit from
having her in prison? If professor
Gheith is right about the observa¬
tion inherent in, “What Are These
Frozen Logs?” the imprisonment
clearly does not benefit the prisoner
or her child. Who does benefit5
Thanks again for bringing such
a thought provoking presentation to
I/A.

- Jim Tierney
Auburn

you are—those of you who have
taken a class on Marxism and talk
about the socioanalysis of capital¬
ism; those who’ve studied interna¬
tional economics and are cognizant
of how neoliberal globalization
perpetuates inequality; those who
come from developing countries
and know first-hand what exploita¬
tion is; and those who are so fed
up with the current administration
that they have dedicated themselves
to change. As part of our liberal
arts education and our experiences
abroad, we have been exposed to
inequality, poverty and injustice,
and have been introduced to the
thinkers who explain this institu¬
tional disparity between the haves
and the have-nots. For many of
us, this has been a very motivating
experience, sending us out into the
world eager to fight for those who
have no voice. But how do we
manage an altruistic career in the
non-profit sector and still support a
family or send our kids to a place
like Bates? How do we sustain our
youthful idealistic fervor in a society
of materialistic obesity?
It’s easy—living in Lewiston,
Maine—to tell yourself you’re ready
to live modestly, but as soon as you
go to a big city, you are immedi¬
ately reminded of what it means to
have money. It’s not, however, as
if we don’t understand that money
doesn’t bring happiness. Many of
us know very well that premature
affluence is all too often synony¬
mous with drug abuse and dissipa¬
tion, but what happens when we
get married and have kids? Are we
not going to want to provide them
with the same opportunities that
we had growing up? As for me, I
am off to East Africa for sure, but I
can’t guarantee that one day I won’t
wake up voting conservative and
driving a Hummer.

BATES
RATES
Housing Lottery

How Long will boozehound freshmen be
bumping chests over
their sick rooms in Rand
before they realize its
"low-chem?"

Short Term Registration

That means it's almost
here. Brains enter
cruise control in T 48
days.

AAAAAHHHHHHH!!!!!!

One Month Left for
Thesis

"Monte Carlo"
announced as Gala
Theme

/is |
' ^

Cool car, strange theme
Although, what's more
badass than shooting
dice in a tux?

A Senior's Modest Lottery Proposal
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

cally toured Adams at midnight to
decide if I liked the atmosphere.
Deep down though, I think I always
was a lottery man at heart, because,
at my core, I am dangerous, risky
guy who fears nothing and can
handle any sort of pressure. That
or the things I really like (curling,
ferrets, crystal meth, Donald Rums¬
feld) just don’t seem like they have
enough appeal to gamer a housing
proposal.
If you do decide to be one of the
many who tough it out in the lot¬
tery, all is not lost. You just need
to plan ahead. And by that I mean
scheme. Backstab. Memorize the
top ten people in the lottery and
make it a top priority to somehow
make them fall in love with you in
a week. I suggest chocolates. You
may think “no way man, that won’t
happen to me, I will put friends be¬
fore square feet,” but to a certain ex¬
tent this happens to everyone. Your
best friend FOREVER starts looking
more and more like another year of
bunked beds, while that girl who
slept with your boyfriend begins
to resemble a walk-in closet. The
awkwardness level skyrockets as
that person with number seven gets
ten suitors and soon realizes he will
have to explain to nine why he just
don’t feel a good “chemistry” with
them, and how he thinks he would

be better off just staying friends.
The lottery may have its flaws, but
have no fear! I have a solution, one
which I wish to have implemented
as my lasting contribution to Bates
College. This brilliant idea will re¬
ally spice up what is already a very
intriguing process, and I beg all
of you to give it serious consider¬
ation. Rather then let the numbers
electronically assigned to us be the
final say in who cleans up and who
hands in the transfer papers, I pro¬
pose the numbers only determine
your starting position in the great
Bates Housing Rush of 2006! That’s
right, inspired by Far and Away,
(that fine movie starring the dev¬
astating duo of Nicole Kidman and
Tom Cruise) I decided in somewhat
of a NyQuil-induced stupor that
Bates could turn the Housing lot¬
tery into one hell of an event that
essentially recreates the Oklahoma
Land Rush in all its glory. Picture
this: You and 400 of your classmates
lined up outside of Pettengill, with
number one standing just outside
the front doors and number 400
somewhere in Commons anxiously
munching on a chicken crispito.
Once the starting gun goes off, the
mayhem begins. Of course Bates
Security should be there with night¬
sticks/tranquilizer darts to make
sure things don’t get too out of con¬
trol, but other than that it will be a
free for all. I would definitely be

there with a camera to record his¬
tory in the making, and now that I
think about it, charging admission
to watch the spectacle could really
generate some much needed rev¬
enue for this cash-strapped school
of ours. This overhauled lottery will
reward the quick of foot and mind,
as a split second could determine
whether or not you end up residing
in a swank room on Frye Street or
a tree house somewhere in Auburn.
There will be stories to tell to the
grandkids and scars to prove it as
people can finally feel like they re¬
ally earned their single in Cheney.
Of course it will still be separated
by grades, because if there is one
thing that should never change, it is
the fact that Seniors are intrinsically
better then Juniors, Juniors have ev¬
ery right to dominate Sophomores,
and Freshmen don’t deserve a sec¬
ond glance unless they have some
sort of tail (nothing against any of
you who, due to the wonders of ge¬
netics, have some sort of interesting
abnormal appendage).
I realize that my idea might be a long
shot, but even if it doesn’t come to
fruition I have no doubt this year’s
housing lottery will be just as emo¬
tionally unstable as years past. The
only difference is I don’t have to
worry about it anymore, because I
have a place reserved in my parents’
basement. Pretty sweet, right?

NEWS
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Over 150 Years, 7 Bates Presidents Maintain School Values
Bates College Presidents 1863-Present

Oren Burbank
Cheney (1863-1894)

George Colby
Chase(1894-1919)

Clifton Daggett
Gray
(1920 -1944)

Charles Franklin
Phillips
(1944-1967)

Thomas Hedley
Reynolds
(1967-1989)

Donald West
Harward

Elaine Tuttle Hansen
(2002-present)

(1989-2002)

TIMEUNE/THE BATES STUDENT
CONOR HURLEY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Despite its 150-year history,
Bates has had only seven college
presidents, including President
Elaine Tuttle Hansen’s four-year
tenure. With the average admin¬
istration lasting over 20 years,
Bates presidents have established
a legacy of longevity. Each’s ten¬
ure contributed greatly to estab¬
lishing the College as a leading
international institution.
Oren Cheney, Bates’ first
president, served from 1864 to
1894. An outspoken abolitionist,
Cheney’s most profound legacy

was a commitment to diversity.
However, the College’s diversity
took an entirely different form
than today’s conception; Bates
was always very tolerant, but “did
not pursue diversity in the same
all out effort” that characterizes
the modern idea of diversity, ac¬
cording to Ruth Wilson ’36. Toler¬
ance and open-mindedness were
the hallmarks of diversity in the
early days of Bates.
Cheney’s successor, George
Chase, expanded the College’s
infastructure, tripled the endow¬
ment and expanded the student
body from 167 to 500 students,
according to the recently re¬
leased illustrated history of Bates

Nepalese Climber Shares Personal
Stories of Everest Solo Summits
ANDREW SIMON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Speaking to a packed audience
in Carnegie Science Hall on Monday,
Feb. 27, Nepalese Sherpa Pemba
Dolma, an exceptionally talented and
successful female climber, related
her epic encounters with the world’s
tallest mountain. Sponsored by the
Bates Outing Club and the Interna¬
tional Club, Dolma’s presentation in¬
cluded a slide show of her own pho¬
tos depicting the harsh beauty of the
Himalayan Mountains, her incredibly
treacherous expeditions to the top of
Mount Everest and her family life in
a remote Himalayan village.
The third Nepali woman to sum¬
mit Everest, Dolma is the only Nepali
woman to ever reach the summit of
Everest twice. She first conquered
Everest on May 13, 2000; this was the
first time a Nepali woman had summitted Everest from the Tibetan side
of the mountain. She again reached
the summit in 2002, this time from
the Nepal side of the mountain. De¬
spite her many climbing achieve¬
ments, Dolma is not well-known
in the world of climbing; perhaps
because, she admitted, both of her
Everest expeditions were done with¬
out a sponsor. In fact, her first trip to
the summit in 2000 was scheduled to
be done with a group of 18. Yet, due
to poor climbing conditions, the ex¬

pedition leader left the team at Camp
2 and went on to summit the moun¬
tain with only 2 members of the
group. Dolma, determined to make
it to the top, decided to summit Ever¬
est by herself despite concerns of
her fellow teammates. She reached
the top in a solo summit attempt and
passed her expedition leader on the
way without “stopping to say hello.”
As she spoke of the long journey
from Katmandu to Mount Everest
base camp, Dolma showed photos
taken during the trek. The photos,
which she took during the hike to
the foot of the mountain, displayed
the unmatched scenery of some of
the world’s highest peaks. The pho¬
tos detailed her journey up the face
of Everest, including hazardous ice
climbs and ladder crossings over
huge gaps in the ice. Dolma’s audi¬
ence ultimately got to see her reach
the 29,035 foot peak of Everest. The
immense feeling of joy and accom¬
plishment upon reaching the summit
that Dolma spoke of was apparent in
these photos.
Dolma’s photos also provided
a glimpse into her life as a young
Nepali girl in an extremely isolated
mountain village. As she present¬
ed images depicting the rustic little
shacks of her village tucked into a
small area of flat land between rising
jagged peaks, she noted how she had
See EVEREST CLIMBER, page 7

created by Charles Clark ’51.
Chase also began the longstand¬
ing tradition of meeting a future
spouse while at Bates. He served
as president from 1894 to 1919.
Clifton Gray followed Chase,
serving from 1919 to 1944. Gray
brought Bates through the Great
Depression, which presented
nearly insurmountable challeng¬
es for other small colleges. He
cut costs and reduced the Col¬
lege’s spending. Quickly, Bates
emerged from debt well before
its peers. Gray’s leadership pro¬
vided the foundation for future
presidents to expand programs
and bring Bates onto the national
stage.

Following Gray, Charles Phil¬
lips “was a very careful, fiscally
conservative president,” who did
not want to over extend himself
or the College, according to Bill
Hiss, who was a student under
Phillips. Keeping with Gray’s
legacy, Phillips allowed Bates
to strengthen itself by conserv¬
ing money and resources while
keeping the student body and
faculty small throughout his oc¬
cupation of the presidential of¬
fice from 1944 to 1967.
The College’s efforts to ex¬
pand the Colleges funding, re¬
sources, student body and reputa¬
tion took off under the leadership
of Thomas Reynolds. “[Reynolds]

recruited academic stars for the
faculty, some of whom are still
here, including Professors Cole,
Tobin and Hochstadt,” Hiss relat¬
ed. Reynolds decided to expand
housing to the smaller houses of
Frye and Wood Street that sur¬
round campus today. One of his
longstanding legacies was his
commitment to co-ed sports, a
progressive position given that
Title-IX was still years away from
codifying equal opportunities for
women’s athletics. Hiss believes
that “Reynolds elevated Bates to
a national level institution.”
Seemingly the antithesis of
See PRESIDENTS, page 8

Democratic Senate Candidate Reveals
Campaign Platform to Students
ALEXANDRA KELLY
STAFF WRITER

Eric Mehnert, a civil rights at¬
torney campaigning to become
Maine’s Democratic nominee for
U.S. Senate, was invited to cam¬
pus by the Bates College Demo¬
crats Wednesday night. Mehnert
spoke to a small group of students
about his positions and reasons
for announcing his candidacy.
Mehnert - pronounced “Maine
with a T,” he joked - grew up in
Orono, Maine. After graduating
from Colby in 1982, he went to
law school out-of-state and re¬
turned to Orono, where he now
lives with his wife and two chil¬
dren. His private law practice,
which he and his wife base in
Bangor, focuses on civil rights
work such as employment and
housing discrimination cases and
“defending the rights of those
who have been institutionalized.”
Mehnert decided to run for
Senate while working on John
Kerry’s presidential campaign in
Ohio. “I saw the direction that
the nation was going in after that
last election and found it pretty
disturbing,” he said.
He considers himself a popu¬
list, believing that government
should be “of the people, for the
people, by the people,” and one
of his greatest concerns with the

U.S. today is the increased con¬
centration of wealth in a few
large corporations. Mehnert fears
that the corporate greed driving
the economy will lead to “an ero¬
sion of the social contract.”
The American social contract,
Mehnert says, is “the entitlement
to an honest day’s wage for an
honest day’s work.” With Ameri¬
can jobs being shipped overseas
to produce temporary profit for
these large companies and the
increased difficulties for own¬
ers of small businesses in the
era of companies like Wal-Mart,
Mehnert’s goal is to use the pow¬
er of the Senate to protect and
strengthen the position of work¬
ers and small business owners.
“I believe in honoring the men
and women in the armed forces,”
said Mehnert, “and that means
telling them the truth about why
they are fighting.” He believes
that the U.S. entered the war in
Iraq on false pretenses and that
it is in danger of entering what
Dwight Eisenhower called the
“military-industrial
complex.”
Quoting President Eisenhower,
Mehnert said, “If we view war as
a profit-making enterprise, we
will always be. at war.”
Above all, Mehnert believes in
what he calls “the power of the
system.” He believes in the sys¬
tem of checks and balances, in

letting the Constitution work and
thinks that the way to combat the
problems in the U.S. today is not
by writing new laws, but enforc¬
ing the laws that are currently in
place. “I am enamored with the
Bill of Rights,” he said. “I think
that it’s a work of art, and I do
not want to see it eroded the way
that it has been recently.”
Mehnert, who says that he
chose to practice civil law rather
than corporate law because he
sees “a much more human ele¬
ment in serving justice,” related
to a case of his where he began
and concluded with the phrase
“Maine: the Way Life Should Be.”
He did this, he says, because
“if people are given a reason to
believe, they will care, and they
will do the right thing. My job
is to give them that motivation to
care.” In Congress today, he fears
that large corporations are dictat¬
ing how legislation is drafted.
“What I have a problem with,”
he said, “is when people buy the
law rather than letting the system
work.”
The only way to immedi¬
ately enact the major changes
that Mehnert sees as necessary,
he says, is to elect Democrats to
the Senate. “We have a radical
Republican executive, a radical
_See MEHNERT, page 7
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BCSG Appoints Interim Treasurer
IRIS LIM
STAFF WRITER

Since the resignation of Vaibhav Bajpai ’07 from his position
as .Treasurer following the BCSG
elections, the position has been
vacant. However, there has been
a great deal of controversy during
the process to fill the position.
Although the Treasurer po¬
sition is filled by executive ap¬
pointment, in accordance with
the BCSG Constitution and by¬
laws, the Executive Council ap¬
pointment has typically followed
the recommendation of the out¬
going Treasurer. However, things
have gone a little differently
this year. Instead of nominating
Bajpai’s recommendation of Rakhshan Zahid ’07 for the position,
the Executive Council conducted
a second round of interviews and
nominated Saif Farooqui ’08. The
Executive Council explained that
it did not accept Bajpai’s recom¬
mendation because it believed
that the application process
should be open to the student
body. The Council’s nomination
sought the approval of the RA at
the Feb. 27 meeting.
“By opening the position to
the rest of the student body, we
are taking steps to allow more
people to get involved in the

process. Saif Farooqui was the
treasurer of two clubs and went
through the budget process pre¬
viously. [The Executive Council]
felt that he had sufficient experi¬
ence with the budget process and
that he was the most qualified
out of the people that were in¬
terviewed,” said BCSG president,
Bill Jack ’08.
However, Farooqui was not
approved by the RA because rep¬
resentatives felt that they lacked
the necessary information on
which to approve him because
the Executive Council chose not
to disclose the proceedings that
led to the nomination.
Addi¬
tionally, Farooqui had not been
on the budget committee and the
RA was reluctant to approve an
inexperienced treasurer.
“The actual debate, which
simply put, is whether budget
committee experience should be
a prerequisite for becoming the
treasurer,” said Bajpai. “People
recognize that the position is
inherently technocratic and re¬
quires skill sets which are better
received and developed by sitting
on the committee.”
Following the contentious
debate that surrounded the Fa¬
rooqui nomination, the RA de¬
cisively voted against approval;
the vote was two in favor, 16 op-

posed and five abstaining.
The RA expressed that an¬
other round of interviews should
be held, but some members were
concerned that another round of
interviews would have the same
outcome as the initial nomination
process. This possibility is the
root of part of the unease within
the BCSG, as invective targeted
at the Executive Council was
thrown around outside the meet¬
ing and rumors of impeachment
surfaced.
With the crucial position left
unfilled and budget weekend
coming up for clubs, the BCSG,
after some deliberation, decided
that Bajpai, having been the pre¬
vious Treasurer, will act as the
interim Treasurer until a perma¬
nent Treasurer is approved. This
arrangement ensures that clubs
will not see their budgets frozen
while the BCSG finds a replace¬
ment.
Despite having his nominee
rejected by the RA, Jack was able
to find a positive note amidst the
disappointment. “At least we got
people talking about the issue on
hand, and as long as people are
willing to take part in the discus¬
sion and communicate the prob¬
lem will eventually be solved,”
said Jack.

Senate Candidate Campaigns at Bates

Civil rights attorney, Eric Mehnert, stresses the importance of government accountability during his campaign
speech on Wed. March 1.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

Republican judiciary and a radi¬
cal Republican leading the legis¬
lature,” he said. To balance the
federal system, he wants to hold
the law accountable to what he
calls the U.S.’ “imperial presiden¬
cy.” He said, “I cannot conceive
of a President who cares so little
for the Constitution that he signs
a bill before it is reconciled by
the House and Senate. What’s
happening in D.C. is that our
legislators are being bullied. We
need to have someone in Wash¬
ington who will not change their
vote just because Dick Cheney

says so.” Mehnert sees himself as
that person.
Working to win the race for
the Democratic nomination, Meh¬
nert says, “I believe wholeheart¬
edly in a grassroots campaign,”
and has committed himself to the
hard work and time that it will
take to talk to voters and hear the
people’s opinions on the major
political issues currently at hand
in Maine and the rest of the na¬
tion. “I believe that getting out
and meeting people will make
the difference,” Mehnert said. “I
know every corner of the state,
and a lot of the roads, and I’m
happy to travel them.”
Though the Bates' College

Democrats have not taken an of¬
ficial position of Mehnert's can¬
didacy, if he is chosen as the
Democratic nominee in the June
primary, they will give him their
full support. "I think Eric spoke
very well," said acting President
of the Bates' College Democrats
Jason Buxbaum '08. "He came
across as
sincere, dedicated,
down-to-earth and honest. He's
devoted his career to helping
people and seems extremely pas¬
sionate about doing all he can to
stem the tide of the right-wing
Washington policies that are
eroding so much of what America
is about. The man is Senate-cali¬
ber."

Housing
Designations
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

nation.” Foster Zsiga cited student in¬
terest in housing where people could
“have a beer or two and get some
work done” helped create Rand’s
designation. Although the deans
support Rand’s new low-chem status,
Goundie maintained that the idea
for “low-chem" housing came from
input from students, JAs and RAs.
Earlier this year, the Housing Office
sent an announce e-mail inviting the
entire student body to offer their in¬
put on the new designations. The
respondents to this e-mail formed
the Housing Committee, who, with
help from the current RC and JA staff,
worked with the housing coordina¬
tors and deans to formulate ideas for
the new designations.
In addition to the new designa¬
tion of Rand Hall, Roger Williams, or
"The Bill," will also undergo changes,
as it will no longer be chem-free next
year.
“We have seen a diminished in¬
terest in chem-free housing over the
past few years,” Foster Zsiga said.
Roger Williams has a total of 92 beds,
six of which are currently vacant.
The Housing Office also tries to give
first-year students their first or second
choice for housing, but this year had
to give some first-years their third
choice. Having students who do not
want to live a chem-free lifestyle, but
are assigned to the chem-free dorms
detracts from the overall atmosphere
of those dorms, Foster Zsiga said.
Despite the diminished interest
in chem-free dorms, student input re¬
vealed a desire among some students
to live a chem-free lifestyle. As a re¬
sult, next year Moulton House will
be designated “chem-free lifestyle.”
Students living in this house will be
expected to maintain a chem-free
lifestyle both inside and outside the
house. Between 30 and 40 people
have expressed interest in chem-free
housing next year and will sign a.
contract-like document at the begin¬
ning of the year agreeing not to use
chemicals of any form.
Other dorms with specific life¬
style designations will remain the
same next year. Cheney House and
Wentworth Adams are still the desig¬
nated “quiet” options, Herrick House
is all male and Stillman House is all
female.
“We are going to see how this
year goes and see which chang¬
es work and which don’t,” Fos¬
ter Zsiga said. “We try to make
changes every year to improve
residential life at Bates College.”

Everest Climber
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

to walk 45 minutes up a mountain to
get to her school each day. Dolma
also showed a picture of her young
daughter. Following the slide show,
when asked to what extent she has
exposed her daughter to climbing,
Dolma said she would not push her
daughter to become a climber, but
would rather let her find it on her
own if she wants to. As to her own
future, Dolma is currently working
for an NGO that helps repair Bud¬
dhist monk’s houses and said she
was looking forward to a third expe¬
dition to the top of the world’s highest peak.

Torture
Victims
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

was a Mayan resistance leader
who combated these injustices
until he was captured by Guate¬
malan officials in 1992.
After his capture, Velasquez
was subjected to various forms
of torture. Harbury later learned
that her husband was chained to
a cot and subjected to gas injec¬
tion, which caused his arm and
leg to hemorrhage. He success¬
fully escaped, only to be recap¬
tured and beaten so severely that
he required a full-body cast. After
sending the Guatemalan army on
various false leads for two and a
half years, the army realized that
they would not obtain any use¬
ful information from Velasquez.
His body was dismembered and
dropped from a helicopter so that
his wife could not find or identify
it.
During and after her husband's
captivity, Harbury pleaded with
the U.S. government to stop cor¬
rupt Latin American governments
from practicing these severe tor¬
ture methods. She went on a 32day hunger strike and frequented
the U.S. embassy in Guatemala,
repeatedly demanding that they
contact the CIA. However, the
CIA claimed to know nothing of
the torture, despite the fact that
they were paying Latin Ameri¬
can officials to hold and torture
Guatemalan rebels, according to
Harbury. A U.S. Senate hearing
in 1995 led to an apology and of¬
ficial admission that the CIA had
contained “a few bad apples” who
supported this torture. Unfortu¬
nately, Harbury related, the pres¬
ence of torture was far more prev¬
alent than this statement would
make it seem.
Harbury concluded with the
U.S. government’s standpoint on
torture. She stated that the tor¬
ture of rebels or insurgents, such
as the torture that took place at
Abu Ghraib, is covertly support¬
ed by the U.S. government as a
means of keeping rebels in line.
Some believe torture is neces¬
sary in situations of extreme peril,
when receiving information with¬
in a certain time frame is crucial.
Harbury continued by noting
the following problems with this
line of thought. First, torturing an
individual does not yield reliable
information. If the person is the
head of an important and threat¬
ening organization, he will have
been strictly trained to give false
information. As her husband did,
the victim will lead the capturers
astray and will not give them any
information they desire. Alterna¬
tively, if the torture victim is un¬
trained, he will admit to anything
simply to avoid torture. Harbury
gave the example of an Iraqi who,
when subjected to torture by the
CIA, falsely admitted to possess¬
ing weapons of mass destruction.
Harbury believes that by pas¬
sively allowing the government
to support torture, Americans are
opposing the country’s core val¬
ues. Instead, she believes, the
CIA must pay close attention to
clues and signals in order to avoid
international catastrophe.
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Campaign
for Bates
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

donors have eloquently underscored the no¬
tion that Bates’ reputation begins and ends
with its great faculty.” Devlin added that all
40 members of the Board of Trustees stepped
forward with gifts.
The increased endowment will help im¬
prove and sustain Bates in many ways, includ¬
ing increased faculty salaries. The portion
reserved for facility revitalization will allow
Bates to begin construction this summer and
fall on a new $35 million dining commons
and new residential housing.
In her column in the recent Bates maga¬
zine, Hansen discussed her role in the pro¬
cess of keeping Bates financially empow¬
ered: “...in fact, the fundraising part of my
job is neither onerous nor so different from
the work of prior presidents. I relish the op¬
portunity the campaign gives me to share my
excitement about the College’s future.” Han¬
sen compares today’s fundraising efforts with
those of Bates founder Oren B. Cheney 150
years ago, in which Cheney appealed to Sun¬
day School children for $1 donations. Refer¬
ring to a letter sent with one of these $1 do¬
nations, she explained, ‘“the Great Ocean’” is
still ‘made of little drops.’”
Both Hansen and Devlin stress that al¬
though the Campaign for Bates has been a
great success thus far, it is not time for the
College to rest on its laurels. Devlin com¬
mented, “The success of this campaign is due
to the commitment of alumni and parents,
particularly the Trustees who have contrib¬
uted over 30 percent of the total of the cam¬
paign and who have worked tirelessly to ask
others to join them in giving to Bates. Every
gift to Bates made before Jun. 30 counts in
this campaign.”

Bates Boasts
Only 7
Presidents
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

Reynolds, who was a tank commander
in World War II, John Harward “was . a
philosopher who advocated open discus¬
sion and broad interaction,” Hiss said.
Harward, who served from 1989 to 2002,
increased the community interactions and
established partnerships to improve the
the Bates-Lewiston relations. Among the
other crowning accomplishments of his
tenure, Harward improved the College’s
infastructure
dramatically,
including
building both Pettengill and the Village.
Hiss, who was worked or studied under
four of the seven presidents, believes that
Harward brought Bates to the interna¬
tional stage, citing the fact that Bates now
receives twice as many applications from
foreign students than there are spots in
each class.
This year the College’s current presi¬
dent, Elaine Tuttle Hansen, enters her
fourth year of leadership. Hiss believes
that the next few years will show the
fruits of her efforts. Hiss cited the Cam¬
paign for Bates, which is nearing it $120
million goal, and the Rand Village and
new dining Commons building projects.
Hansen's master plan will continue to
add to her list of accomplishments, as she
gains more experience.
The longevity of Bates' presidents is
even more remarkable considering Bowdoin has had 14 presidents over 204 years
and Colby has had 19 over 184 years.
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Drug Bust in Page
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Carey said that while security is not
specifically monitoring the three students
range, then they call police.”
involved in the searches, “the security of¬
Goundie explained that while Bates ficers remember the names of repeat of¬
had no control over the actions of local law fenders” and are familiar with last week’s
enforcement agencies, the school policy incident.
is that if a student is found in possession
‘Shrooms’ are fungi that contain either
of small amounts of marijuana, a strike is psilocin or psilocybin, which are hallu¬
given to the student. Carey elaborated, ex¬
cinogenic substances present in certain
plaining that local police have too much types of mushrooms, according to the
to deal with, and asked Security to sim¬
National Drug Intelligence Center. The
ply
confiscate
Drug Enforcement
and destroy any
Agency puts psilocin
marijuana they
‘SHrooms’ are a Schedule I hallu¬
and psilocybin in the
find in quanti¬
cinogenic substance with tryptamines
same classification
ties less than 1.5
and other chemicals to produce
as LSD, heroin and
ounces. Howev¬
muscle relaxation, dilation of pupils,
morphine.
er, more serious
vivid visual and auditory distortions,
To obtain the psy¬
drugs and larger
and emotional disturbances .
chedelic effects us¬
quantities result
ers ingest the mush¬
in police action
room. The psychotic
and a referral to
effects appear within
the Student Con¬
20 minutes and can
duct Committee
last up to six hours,
(SCC).
during which users
“I
was
are known to experi¬
shocked
that
ence an altered state
[this
incident]
of
consciousness
was treated with
similar to the effects
this
severity,”
of LSD.
said
Goundie.
Recently, L.A.P.D.
“I thought that
and Maine Drug En¬
[mushrooms]
forcement
officers
would be in the
in Lewiston discov¬
same category
ered two methamas
marijuana.”
phetamine labs in as
He hypothesized
many months. Carey
that perhaps the ‘shrooms’ were handled
does not believe that there is a significant
more seriously because they are a hallu¬
methamphetamine or cocaine problem on
cinogen. Carey commented that it was the
campus, “I have no knowledge of that. I
first incident on campus involving a hallu¬ certainly hope there isn’t.” Campus Secu¬
cinogen that he could recall. Drug-related rity works with law enforcement agents
arrests, such as this, are rare on campus,
each year for training and information
but are not nonexistent. During the 2004
purposes to stay informed on the fastcalendar-year, there were four narcoticspaced narcotics scene.
related arrests on campus and 72 referrals
Carey’s current concern is not focused
to the SCC. This year through late Jan., 46
on ciystal meth, crack, coke, X or halluci¬
such referrals had been issued.
nogens, but prescription medicine abuse.
Fisher was released shortly after the
Statewide, he explained, there is a rise in
arrest and has returned to campus with a the abuse of Oxycontin, but on campus,
court date scheduled for May 3- Possession students are abusing ADHD medicines in¬
of schedule X drugs is a class D crime and
cluding Ritalin and Adderall. “There have
carries a maximum sentence of one-year been cases where security has confiscated
imprisonment, double that of the equiva¬
prescription medicine from students,” Car¬
lent conviction for marijuana, according to
ey said. “My biggest concern is the safety
the Maine Criminal Code sections 1107-a
of the students. They don’t know what
and 1252.
they are taking.”
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Vegetable Eggs Benedict
Two poached eggs served over grilled
Portobello mushroom caps with sauteed
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Popcorn" to Explode in Schaeffer Theater

LAUREN KAWANA
STAFF WRITER

Have you ever wondered what
lies behind all the glitz and glam¬
our of Hollywood? Not only do
Americans remain mystified by this
legendary institution, but people
all over the world take notice of
its influence as well. In particu¬
lar, British novelist Ben Elton took
it upon himself to write a novel
based on Hollywood entertainment
at its best, which included the vio¬
lence, the Oscar hype and most of
all America’s obsession with celeb¬
rities and the media. Popular for
years in Britain, Elton’s “Popcorn”
is a hit novel turned play, and will
debut here in Schaeffer, Friday,
March 10. Quite the contrast to
the fall semester’s production of
Shakespeare’s “The Taming of the
Shrew,” “Popcorn” swiftly and bold¬
ly jumps into issues and controver¬
sies that lie within a more modern
context. Because of this and many
other reasons, Brad Oriel ’06 and
Steve Lattanzi '08, are confident
that “Popcorn” will be a refreshing
and engaging experience for the
entirety of the Bates community.
As the two lead actors in this
intriguing dark comedy, Oriel and
Lattanzi both express their passion
and enthusiasm for the boldness
of the play and for the questions
it raises regarding modern-day
American culture. Lattanzi, now in

MEG KINNEY/THE BATES STUDENT
Steve Lattanzi '08 and Brad Oriel '06 prepare for their roles as Bruce Delamitri and Wayne Hudson.

his fourth Bates production, plays a
hot-shot American director named
Bruce Delamitri, a character from
the same ilk as Quentin Tarantino
and who reaps success from mov¬
ies that maintain a graphic, violent
allure, akin to that of “Reservoir
Dogs” and “Pulp Fiction.” Lattanzi
describes his character as “self-ab¬
sorbed” and “caught up in the Hol¬
lywood lifestyle.” To prepare for

the role, Lattanzi has done exten¬
sive research on Quentin Tarantino
in order to better understand the
mindset of directors who produce
movies in his particular genre. In
addition, Lattanzi mentions that
something as simple as thumbing
through issues of People or US
Weekly Magazine helps keep him
in touch with the current sensibility
of celebrities and Hollywood pub¬

Color and Structure: The Unexpected
Heroines of Academy Awards Fashion
KENDALL HERBST
FASHION COLUMNIST

The red carpet penetrates
deeply into the heart of the Acad¬
emy Awards’ viewers. On Sunday
night, the American audience clam¬
ored to judge how Hollywood’s
most talented dared to step in front
of the camera. In doing so, these
actresses bravely respond to the
challenge of looking elegant but
fresh, interesting yet classic. And
for those whom fashion intrigues,
often this night is spent critiqu¬
ing what worked well...and unfor¬
tunately, what did not. Overall,
sometimes actresses stuck with
what they knew best, but peppered
amongst these choices were also
some daring selections in terms of
the garment’s color and structure.
Some of the rising, famous
faces went for a safe but nonethe¬
less appealing ensemble. Jessica
Alba, in sparkling Versace, was
compared to the Oscar statue it¬
self. And whether you agree with
this comparison or not, Alba in¬
deed looked like the established,
glamorous movie star she may one
day fully become. Keira Knightly’s
look ensured that her photograph
would be plastered throughout
tabloid magazines. However, her
flared, asymmetrical garnet dress
was slightly overshadowed by her
1960’s Bulgari necklace, a rather
audacious web of jewels for a 20
year old girl to wear. And person-

OSCARS.MOVIES.YAHOO.COM
Michelle Williams works the car¬
pet with her color and structure.

ally, I preferred the silhouette of
the dress she wore to the Nominee
Luncheon. That said, of course,
these girls looked pretty...really
pretty. It is Jessica Alba and Keira
Knightly, after all. They’ve mas¬
tered a remarkably simple formula:

take a naturally attractive girl, add
hours of hair and make-up, a thousand-dollar gown and the allure of
celebrity. And with the final prod¬
uct, it’s difficult to fall astray.
Certainly, this stagnating fear
of wandering askew usuajly keeps
the fashion choices predictable
and even stale. Because the Oscar
ceremony is so rooted in its own
glamour, so self-conscious of its
prestige, rarely do women take any
particularly compelling risks. And
this is what often unfortunately
makes the ceremony’s fashion a lit¬
tle lackluster. In truth, old fashion
patterns surfaced. People remain
loyal to what they are comfortable
with. For instance, Jennifer Aniston
wore a classic black gown with her
hair high-lighted and straightened.
Not terribly surprising. Ziyi Zhang
maintained her historic affection
for tight bodices and ballooning,
long skirts. Perpetually glamor¬
ous, Penelope Cruz wore her hair
up with a body-hugging strapless
gown. Statuesque Nicole Kidman
chose a column gown. Plus, Selma
Hayek showcased her curvaceous
form (though admittedly such a
figure would be difficult to hide).
And finally, and almost without
saying, the vast majority of the men
wore black tuxes or suits.
Thankfully, there were a few ar¬
tistic leaps taken, mainly in terms of
acute color and elaborate structure.
See OSCAR, page 12

licity.
In opposition to Delamitri’s
character, Oriel plays serial killer
Wayne Hudson, who claims that
Delamitri’s latest hit movie (en¬
titled “Ordinary Americans”) is re¬
sponsible for inspiring the murders
that he has committed. In order to
save himself from death row, Ori¬
el’s character attempts to become a
public icon and gain the sympathy

of his fellow Americans by using
the media. Apparently, Oriel has
been “deemed the aggressive per¬
sonality of the stage.” Laughing, he
mentions that most of the roles he
has gotten at Bates have been play¬
ing a “violent, alcoholic or addictive
personality,” so it may be easier for
him to approach serial-killer-mode
than one might think. He raves
about one thing he had yet to do
despite all his violent characters,
this role’s biggest perk: getting to
fire three rounds from a 9 millime¬
ter gun. As with anything Holly¬
wood, this play is sure to entertain.
Although Lattanzi remarks that
“if [the audience] is entertained,
then we’ve done our job,” he notes
that there is a lot more to the play
than just the excitement and sus¬
pense. “It’s not cut and dry, it’s not
straightforward,” Lattanzi explains.
“With comedic elements, violence
and the dark layers of the charac¬
ters all at play, there are so many
twists and turns,” Oriel agrees.
When asked why “Popcorn” stands
out from other plays he has been in,
Oriel replies that “it takes a real life
situation, controversy and brings it
into the eyes of the audience who
exist in the era of the play.” As a
commentary on pop culture and
the frenzy of media, “Popcorn”
considers how these things affect
the greater public. In taking a step
back from the production itself and
See POPCORN, page 11

Haunting Exhibit Displays the Body as Art
JOHN ATCHLEY
STAFF WRITER

"Bodies...The Exhibition" open¬
ed at the South Street Seaport in
Lower Manhattan earlier this win¬
ter. It arrived with significant hype
- the exhibit began in Europe sev¬
eral years ago, attracting millions of
visitors and spats of public outcry
in its travel there. The exhibit con¬
tains what the title suggests: bod¬
ies, human bodies, every portion
of their inner and outer workings
perfectly preserved with a special
sort of plastic developed by doc¬
tors specifically for this sort of
preservation.
‘Perfectly’ here must carry sig¬
nificant emphasis, (and indeed, I
did italicize it but the nuances of
AP writing style being what they
are...), as the cadavers differ from
the live visitors only in their death
- all the human systems appear
precisely as they might on a liv¬
ing specimen standing eerily still,
(with, of course, missing skin and
carefully dissected internal sys¬
tems). Over February I visited the
exhibit at the Seaport. My own re¬
action oscillated rather violently
between aesthetic objectivity (a lot
of “oo’’s and “ah”s) and morbid ter¬
ror. While that description makes
the exhibit sound a bit psychologi¬
cally traumatic, I assure you I left
the exhibit mostly sane and men¬
tally intact.
Nevertheless, and though this
might seem overly obvious, there
is a certain indescribable feeling
engendered by the fact of looking
at a real, dead human body and at

certain times the self-reflexivity be¬
comes a bit too eerie. The exhibit
consisted of several rooms, detail¬
ing the various functions of the
human body. The first room de¬
tailed the muscular system, several
male specimens stripped entirely
of their skin, every muscle of the
human body perfectly revealed.
Each specimen stood frozen in an
athletic pose, (completely self-supported in a somewhat alarming
fashion by their still taut muscles),
as to reveal the strength and utility
of each muscle group.
Well-written and illustrated
plaques aided in the identification
and description of each specimen
and the particular physiological
area of interest. The exhibit de¬
voted other rooms entirely to the
respiratory system, (the difference
in lung quality between smokers
and non-smokers, a classic exam¬
ple from high school health classes
here, with real lungs inches from
your face, surrounded by the emp¬
ty stares of former lives, articulated
the message that informational vid¬
eos from the eighties never could);
the circulatory system, (an espe¬
cially astounding portion of the
exhibit, technicians managed to
preserve even the smallest vessels
and capillaries in each organ, then
strip away all of the flesh, leaving
only the thin wisps of veins sus¬
pended perfectly in a vat of glow¬
ing water); and, most startling, to
the reproductive systems, a room
that, despite its objective interest,
also engendered a violent desexuSee BODIES, page 12
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Resident DJ Mixes Up Student Body
BEN LEBEAUX
MANAGING ARTS EDITOR

Diego Cardenas ’07 pops the
white earbuds out of his ears. He
has re-surfaced, if only briefly, from
his daily devotional to his idolized
iPod: every day, he submerges him¬
self in sound for 13 hours, studying
the pros, learning their tricks and
uncovering their techniques. He
spends five hours practicing, and
spends three hours every other day
battling perfectionism and com¬
posing. His instrument costs more
than $10,000. But when I ask him
about his craft, his genre and his
reasons for dedicating himself to
techno, Cardenas exhibits no wea¬
riness with the subject. Instead, the
questions energize him, and the
Political Science and Physics dou¬
ble major begins to enunciate the
history that led him into this world
and the feelings that he yokes to
his music.
Cardenas’ father, an official with
the Spanish government, bought
his son a tape of dance music when
he was in fourth grade. Though
he enjoyed the tracks, classic rock
and early Metallica ensnared his
attention. But a trip to Ibiza, the
famed (if not infamous) party-is¬
land of Spain, freed Cardenas from
the three-chord trap: witnessing
a show by DJ Tiesto, “the biggest
guy in the industry,” he “completely
fell in love with what he did,” says
Cardenas.
Now enamored with electronica, Cardenas began to explore the
too-often simplified style. “To most
people techno is repetitive,” says
Cardenas, imitating the bass and

Abroad Experience
Worth More Than
30,000 Words
EMILY TRONO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

music and what kinds of songs” he
plays throughout his three or four
hour sets. He emphasizes “reading
the crowd,” adapting to their reac¬
tions in order to promote dancing.
For instance, if he senses a dent in
the crowd’s energy, Cardenas will
switch to a more vocal-heavy song
so that his audience can “take a
break, go to the bathroom or get a
beer.” Throughout the evening, he
will anticipate his set list, setting up
songs against each other: Cardenas
will slow everything down just be¬
fore “dropping a bomb.”
Attending to his audience has
forced Cardenas to switch his own
style while performing at Bates.
He began with Trance, “because
that’s what all the superstars play,”
but found that Bates wasn’t re¬
ceptive to dancing to the faster,
“harder” style. Cardenas adapted,

For the past six years Bates
students have waited with antici¬
pation for the Off-Campus Study
Photo Exhibit. Beginning on March
23, approximately thirty photos
capturing students’ recent journeys
abroad will enliven Pettengill Hall
in a two week presentation that
highlights aesthetic, cultural and
personal aspects of the abroad ex¬
perience.
The exhibit, directed by Study
Abroad Advisor David Das, hopes
to provide the college community
with a rare opportunity to formally
acknowledge and share glimpses
of life abroad. Every semester stu¬
dents return with countless stories
from their travels but often find
it difficult to adequately describe
their unique encounters to others.
The public presentation of photos,
Das explains, is “one way to give
students a chance to express them¬
selves about the study abroad ex¬
perience” as it also simultaneously
enriches the campus.
Although the 12 member stu¬
dent committee, organized by Das,
aims to present a wide variety of
photos in order to incorporate the
diverse student experience, they
must be selective. While a gen¬
erous Barlow Enrichment Fellow¬
ship grant made the exhibit pos¬
sible, due to budget constraints
the Study Abroad Office can only
allow a limited number of black

See FUNKY-HOUSE, page 12

See EXHIBIT, page 12

SARAH BECK/ THE BATES STUDENT
Diego Cardenas takes a break from his daily devotional to his iPod and records a new track.

snare beat, the foundation to most
songs. But through his immersion
with the genre, Cardenas has found
the “genres” that complicate the
genus. More importandy, his com¬
mitment to techno has trained an
emotional response to every track:
“Each song evokes a different emo¬
tion in me,” he says, and adds that
his trained ear can perceive “differ¬
ent elements that I can pick up in
different tracks.”
Wanting to “emulate” what he
had heard, Cardenas began to ex¬
periment with software, creating
sound from synthesizers.
Play¬
ing with the “stored sounds” on a
hard drive, he began to build his
own rhythms, to loop and braid
the distinct beats together. Sacri¬
ficing himself more and more to
the music, Cardenas saved up his
money and bought the aforemen¬
tioned turntables, the “hardware.”

Without any real teachers or les¬
sons other than what he heard on
his stereo, Cardenas became his
own instructor while mastering the
new instrument. He knew how
the tables worked because of the
software, and the central “concept
of beat-matching remains the same
between the software and the hard¬
ware,” he says.
As he began to amass his own
tracks and became entrenched in
the club scene, Cardenas’ address
book grew with the names of peo¬
ple from within the industry. When
a space opened up at the Roxy, a
club in New York City, a promoter
contacted Cardenas, asking if he’d
be interested in filling the void.
Now a resident DJ at the Roxy,
Cardenas has learned the intrica¬
cies of interacting with the crowd.
His audiences look for the “transi¬
tions between songs, the style of

Of Montreal's Concert Delights , Album Disappoints
Of Montreal, Charlie Hely and The Joggers Rock Roux Garbowski Grapples With Of Montreal's
ADAM ROUX
MUSIC COLUMNIST

Before I get into the new re¬
leases that I’ll feel important by dis¬
cussing, it’s imperative that I men¬
tion the group Of Montreal. Those
of you with a soul know that they
played in Portland last Saturday
night and an impressive number
of Bates folks made it out for the
show. Now, I’ve seen Of Montreal
only once before, an experience
that made me realize the fact the
band is completely insane. In the
intimate setting of the Space, this
preliminary perception seemed
like a polite understatement when
contrasted with the strangeness
that occurred on stage.
First of all, the band pulled off a
look similar to an alternate-universe
glam rock group that had puppies
with the cover of “Sergeant Pepper.”
Secondly, they played with inhu¬
man energy for almost two hours,
that breaking only once in an at¬
tempt to trick people into thinking
that the show was over (‘twas the
calm before the Encore That Never
Ends). Of Montreal played pretty
much everything off of “The Sunlandic Twins” and “Satanic Panic
in the Attic,” and although the first
half-hour of the show was some¬
what on the entertainingly chatty
side, the majority of it was nonstop
playing. Part of me realized it was
2:00 a.m., I had stuff to do Sunday
morning and really wanted to go
home while the other 80 percent of

me would’ve stayed there all night
if Of Montreal asked it.
Their music is just so damn
catchy. The band’s sound is a study
in odd, Kubrick-like juxtapositions.
Imagine a 60’s pop sound that re¬
lies heavily upon synths, drum ma¬
chines and other electronic beepboops. It’s simultaneously cheery
and morbid, best captured in the
song “Chrissie Kiss the Corpse,” a
delightfully sugar-sweet ditty about
necrophilia. Throw in a few Kinks
covers and unanticipated “Eye of a
Tiger” breakouts, and you’ve got
my last Saturday night.
In terms of new albums, I’m
going to start with something a
bit close to home for many of us.
Namely, Charlie Hely’s “The Hacker
House Recordings.” If you haven’t
figured out/don’t actually know
Charlie, he’s Bates ’07 (I think; if
I’m wrong, then so be it. Actually, I
probably could look it up, but I’ve
committed to my ignorance). Un¬
doubtedly, “The Hacker House Re¬
cordings” is the year’s best compi¬
lation of songs about Katy Rodden.
For being completely recorded on
his own equipment/Mac laptop,
Charlie’s album comes out sound¬
ing wonderfully full. The two-disc
set carries through it a simple, in¬
nocent, bittersweet tone that’s im¬
mediately charming (somewhat
akin to a happier Elliott Smith).
Look for it on your local iTunes
shared folder.
My first professional album of
this week isn’t really that new, since

the Joggers released “A Cape and a
Cane” last October. The thing is,
I’ve had it on repeat since then so
I figure it’s legal. It’s one of those
albums where every track's inher¬
ent results in a involuntary swoon
a la “Gone with the Wind” as your
neurons are too busy rocking out
to give a crap about Calcium. The
Joggers take the traditional angular
indie-rock thing and turn it into
something unique through the ad¬
dition of appropriate synths, hooks
and a wildness that belies their
tight sound. They stand some¬
where near the math-rock genre,
but an infectious coherence in
each song prohibits them from be¬
coming pure rhythm nerds. Toss
in the most subtle of eastern/Indi¬
an influences and whatever comes
out is the awesomeness that is the
Joggers. The curious should check
out “Apache Figurines,” “Wicked
Light Sleeper” and “White Madam.”
Angular rock is also something
that one of my new favorite bands,
Tapes ‘n Tapes, does quite well.
In fact, it’s just one of the things
they do well. Every song on their
new album “The Loon” has its own
personality, making a sit-downand-listen session necessary for
the first experience of this release.
The album is held together by a
sense of urgency, something that
shines through even in Walkmenish songs like “Manitoba.” You get
the sense that these are a couple
See JOGGERS, page 11

Throwback Sound in New Album
RACHAEL GARBOWSKI
STAFF WRITER

I was going to go to the Of
Montreal concert last Saturday night
in Portland, but then I listened to
their last two albums, 2004’s “Sa¬
tanic Panic in the Attic” and their
most recent album “The Sunlandic
Twins.” A friend of mine loves the
band, and I had agreed to go with
him, so I figured I should listen to
the music ahead of time as I like to
sing along. This “psychedelic pop,”
a term I learned only after upset¬
ting myself by listening to it, while
its own genre, sounded like a bad
mix of the Beach Boys, Weezer
and possibly the Beatles although
I wouldn’t give them that much
credit. As friend Alicia Oas ’09
pointed out, “they sound like the
Beach Boys on crack.” I decided to
do a little more research on these
1960’s California Pop throwbacks,
only to discover disappointingly
that my initial reactions were right.
One of there biggest inspirations is
Brian Wilson, you may recall such
tunes as “California Girls” and “Get
Around” from the Oldies stations
in your home town, if not, you’re
lucky.
The band first got together in
1997 hailing from Athens, Georgia,
and after almost 10 years of work¬
ing together, one would hope that
they would have created something
better by now. Their biggest talent

lies in Kevin Barnes, who not only
writes and records the songs, but
also plays a majority of the instru¬
ments the band uses. A Pitchfork
review described the band's music
as a twenty-first “century A.D.D.
electro cinematic avant disco,” a
description almost as confusing
and muddled as the music itself,
which uses synthesizers, drum ma¬
chines and organ drones to create
excessive sound that at best, could
be used for a Y7 video game.
Barnes describes the group’s music
as “bouncy” and “happy,” I would
like to simply describe it as “just
plain silly.” The quasi-intellectual
and wordy song titles are the most
intriguing part about either of the
two albums.
In their most recent, and more
experimental album, “Sunlandic
Twins,” the second song on the
album, “I Was Never Young,” be¬
gins with a long, shockingly calm
instrumental section that eventual¬
ly builds to a trumpet fanfare with
hand clapping, which is about the
time I turned it off - I cannot tell
you how it ends. “Oslo in the Sum¬
mertime,” possibly the best song on
the album in terms of lyrical quali¬
ty, also has the problem of building
to the noise of a traffic jam. The
best song overall is “Wraith Pinned
To The Mist and Other Games,”;
which sounded most like the Shins,
See OF MONTREAL, page 12
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Rising Star Michael Nigro Enchants Olin

LINCOLN BENEDICT/THE BATES STUDENT
Playing pieces from South America, guitarist Michael Nigro demonstrates his ability at a recent performance in Olin Concert Hall.
BERNIE HERLYN
STAFF WRITER

Solo performances allow for a
much more intimate concert expe¬
rience. Michael Nigro, a classical
guitarist from Southern California
who performed at Olin this past
Saturday, used his talents as a solo¬
ist to establish a great rapport with
the audience. Nigro gave amusing
anecdotes about the South Ameri¬
can composers and pieces that he
performed. Many of them remain
unknown, and no less than eight
composers from Argentina, Ven¬
ezuela and other South American
countries were represented in the
concert.
Mr. Nigro’s performance began
with two Preludes and an Etude

Media, Celebrity
and Violence:
Audience to Chew
on "Popcorn"
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

considering Elton’s message, Oriel
exclaims, “It’s like we are looking
at ourselves. It’s not just theater.”
Between researching characters
by watching Tarantino films, using
weekends to film scenes that will
be integrated into the performance
and enlisting the help of a fight¬
ing coach from Boston University
as well as a Bates’ digital media
team for special effects purposes,
the complexity of “Popcorn” seems
to be proving itself both on and off
the stage. More than a charming,
insightful spoof through the eyes of
a British playwright, “Popcorn” is a
provoking look at the frightening
phenomena of media in America
and asks the audience to consider
whether media depicts reality or
whether it dictates a reality that the
public then follows and lives. Al¬
though he does not promise any
answers to such an open-ended
question, Oriel does promise real
popcorn during intermission, a
treat that will be provided by the
Robinson Players.
Whether attended for its philo¬
sophical, ethical, entertainment or
strictly edible value, Bates’ theater’s
upcoming production is sure to be
a “something-for-everyone” experi¬
ence that Lattanzi promises “you
won’t soon forget.”

by Heitor Villa-Lobos, a Brazilian
composer who, like many of the
other composers in the perfor¬
mance, combines traditional folk
elements with traditional classical
styles. Villa-Lobos was not known
as a composer for the guitar un¬
til the famous guitarist Andres Se¬
govia asked him to compose solo
guitar works. Both “Prelude No. 1”
and “Prelude No. 4” allowed Nigro
to showcase his technical prow¬
ess on the guitar with their varied
tempos and soft melodies. Nigro’s
sound was warm and smooth on
certain sections and became more
pronounced on fast sections re¬
quiring physical dexterity. These
pieces from Villa-Lobos demon¬
strated Nigro’s greatest strength:
his ability to create varying tones

of both warmth and brightness
using the full range of the instru¬
ment.
At the end of the first half of
the concert, Nigro performed
“Suite del Plata No. 1” by the Ar¬
gentinean Maximo Diego Pujol
who composed this piece in 1995.
This Suite evoked the Argentin¬
ean “pampas” (plains) found near
the capital of Buenos Aires. The
first three movements had a very
melancholic tone combined with
beautiful melodies.
The third
movement, Milonga, is known as
the sorrowful cousin of the tango.
Mr. Nigro emotionally played the
rich melody and evoked a decid¬
edly morose mood. The last two
movements of the Suite, Murga and
Candombe were distinctly more

upbeat and contrasted with the
minor key of the previous move¬
ments. They followed a natural
progression of the first half, which
started off melancholy and sub¬
dued and grew livelier as it pro¬
gressed.
Following a brief intermission,
Nigro began the second half with
“Malambo” from Jorge Morel, an
Argentinean composer who now
resides in New York. The Malam¬
bo is a dance performed by the
“gauchos” (cowboys) of Argentina,
and Nigro used percussive effects
such as tapping on the guitar to
simulate the dancing of the gau¬
chos. His unique interpretations
brought the origins of the work to
life on stage.
The second half of the concert

ended in much of the same way as
the first half. “De Sobrepaso” from
Argentinean composer Abel Fleury was a perfect representation
of the dark yet bright and lively
tone that permeated much of the
performance. Nigro’s last piece,
“Preludio y Danza,” from Eduardo
Falu, was a fitting finale that was
up-tempo and again showcased
the full range of his abilities on the
guitar. The piece contained many
flamenco elements, which Nigro
executed flawlessly despite his fo¬
cus on South American music in¬
stead of Spanish repertoire.
Following a rousing applause,
Nigro returned for an encore and
performed “Colibri” (‘humming¬
bird’) from composer Julio Sagreras, who describes the work as the
guitarist’s response to “Flight of
the Bumblebee.” Nigro adequately
handled the piece’s extreme diffi¬
culty and it was a further testament
to his accomplishments as a guitar¬
ist. Nigro’s performance was very
dynamic and contained varying
rhythms, moods and tones to form
a colorful musical palette. His abil¬
ity to play both energetically and
deliberately is certainly his forte,
and in an interview following his
performance Nigro confirmed that
the warm sound and varied reper¬
toire of the guitar is what initially
attracted him to the instrument at
the age of twelve. Still in the early
stages of his career, Nigro gave the
audience at Olin a wonderful per¬
formance which was merely an in¬
dication of his talents in the years
to come.

Filmmaker Returns to the Killing Fields
BEN LEBEAUX
MANAGING ARTS EDITOR

At the beginning of her film,
“Cambodia’s Genocide: Finding
Myself in the Killing Fields,” Vanni
Thach ’06 leaves her viewers in the
dark. A black screen stares stub¬
bornly at the viewer while Thach’s
voice begins to narrate the story of
her journey back to her native Cam¬
bodia. Her flat, authoritative voice
calmly relates her childhood. She
slept in the day, she fled at night
and gunfire punctuated her wak¬
ing moments as she and her family
ran for their lives toward Thailand,
hoping to eventually reach the
United States.
Thach’s film documentary, made
with the funding she received from
the Phillips Fellowship, seeks to re¬
connect the filmmaker with her na¬
tive country. Visiting the haunted
rice fields and searching for sur¬
vival stories, Thach even finds the.
man who carried her on his back,
crossing Cambodia to Thailand’s
refugee camp. Indeed, Thach does
as the title of her film suggests, find
herself in the Cambodian killing
fields and finally gets the chance to
say "thank you" to her rescuer.
And while Thach begins the
film with her own story, she quick¬
ly abandons her own narrative and
instead focuses on her audience.
The darkness that greets the audi¬
ence in the beginning of the film
may act as a visualization of the
brutality of the Angkar regime’s
genocide, one that killed one in
five Cambodians, however, as the
film continues the viewer begins

to suspect that the obscurity repre¬
sents their own western ignorance.
Thach’s film seeks to remember
a “forgotten history” and forces her
viewer to recognize it. Her film be¬
gins and ends with the same image,
the moon quivering in a pool of
dark water. As the image swells in
the beginning of the film and fades
away at the end, we sense Thach’s
commentary on the drowned, for¬
gotten Cambodian history. Indeed,
in one particularly jarring scene
of the film, Thach transports her
viewer back to Bates as she inter¬
views passers-by about Cambodia.
The geographic switch jolts the at¬
tentive observer, yet the endemic
ignorance of the replies, wherein
the responders can only nominate
Cambodia’s location near Vietnam,
shows just how epistemologically
distant we are from the facts of the
Angkar’s brutal, genocidal reign.
But Thach’s film, narrated in
her hauntingly matter-of-fact voice,
refuses to let the facts hide any
longer. She implicates the United
States, whose war-time activities in
Vietnam caused the deaths of Cam¬
bodian non-combatants living peril¬
ously close to the border. Speaking
over the image of an American flag
pictured vertically, its red stripes
ending in black bombs tattooed
with white skulls, Thach suggests
that America’s five-year bombing
campaign helped to galvanize the
Angkar movement, one that sought
to rid Cambodia of any foreign
presence or anyone who benefited
from a foreign country.
Allowing survivors to speak,
visiting detention centers and rap¬

idly flitting between images of
mangled, tortured, almost un-recognizable human bodies, Thach’s
images strip away the blinders of
our high school history curriculum
and force us to see a broader hori¬
zon. The camera hovers over the
smooth and white domes of skulls;
arranged neatly in a glass case, the
bones represent only a portion of
the Angkar’s final tally. In other
scenes, Thach will focus through
oxidized, chipped metal bars onto
a metal bed-frame in the middle of
a stark room. She forces us to look
on the rack whereupon the regime
tortured dissidents and undesir¬
ables, anyone un-pure or who had
benefited from Imperialism. The
camera even zooms in on a tree,
a sign tacked to it proclaims that
upon its bark soldiers had beaten
babies to death.
Thach maintains her flat inflec¬
tion through a journey character¬
ized by starvation, ethnic cleansing,
death, mass graves and torture. In
her search for personal and na¬
tional identity, she drags the reluc¬
tant products of western education
along with her. Indeed, in a later
conversation, Thach emphasizes
her audience over the quality of
her film: “I feel that the most im¬
portant aspect of my presentation
were the people who attendjed] it”
she says, adding that if her audi¬
ence, who peppered Thach with
twenty minutes of insightful and
appreciative questions was not
there the documentary “wouldn’t
have mattered]That audience,
and their willingness to involve
themselves in Thach's work, will

continue to be important: the film¬
maker plans to sell her film in or¬
der to pay for a teacher's salary at a
Cambodian orphanage.
But the audience is involved,
and Thach artistically exhibits that
involvement. Before the moonlight
drowns in the black pool at the
end of the documentary, we find
ourselves, and Thach herself, in the
film: as her camera moves perpen¬
dicularly to framed photographs
of the Angkar’s victims, we see a
ghostly image pass from frame to
frame. The shadow, reflected in
the glass, is Thach’s own: moving
in front of history’s traces, the camerawoman bravely tries to confront
and present a terrible yet ignored
history.

High-Strung
Joggers Keep On
Rocking Roux
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10

of high-strung guys who, prior to
recording, each drank a pot of cof¬
fee. Yet the variety of well-execut¬
ed styles on this album (from calm,
peaceful tracks such as “Omaha” to
the more panicked punkabilly of
“Insistor” or “Just Drums”) makes
this a necessary listen, if not pur¬
chase.
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New Photo Exhibit to Reveal
Abroad Experiences
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10

and white and color photos to be
enlarged and matted. Das admits
that, ideally, “it would be great to
enlarge every picture,” but regrets
that not all of the photos submit¬
ted by juniors and seniors (which
were to be submitted Feb. 27) can
be shown. However, he stresses
that while ‘there’s so much around
Bates that’s competitive... study
abroad isn’t.” The committee will
exhibit photos chosen for both
their quality of image and context,
as each student submits a descrip¬
tive caption that will be displayed
beside the image. Although Das
and his office encourage photos
with the traveling student visible,
the criteria are ultimately set by the
peer judicators.
Volunteers, like Nick Klinovsky
’06, of the student committee will
soon be gathering to sift through
the entered photos in efforts to
decide which to publicly present.
Klinovsky, a past exhibiter himself,
explained that he decided to join
the judging panel because of his
interest in “seeing what people did
when they were abroad.” When
selecting the pictures, Klinovsky
reports that he will be looking for
unique portrayals of personal ex¬
periences abroad. Exceptional pic¬
tures for this judge will be those
that depart from typical post-card
style photography.
Reasoning
that pictures of the Eiffel tower

abound, and that “[anyjone can go
to Europe, but it takes a lot more
courage to break out of something
comfortable,” he hopes to more
encounter original representations
that depict the often challenging
life outside of the classroom.
Submitters must also make
choices about what they wish to
present to the Bates’ faculty and
student body. Karina Bautista ’06
discussed the implications of her
decision to send in either an idyl¬
lic photo of a Brazilian beach or
a young girl she befriended while
traveling in Brazil. While she rec¬
ognizes the image of the beach as
beautiful but slightly more ordi¬
nary than the child’s snapshot, she
is hesitant to perpetuate ethnocen¬
tric ideas of Third World poverty.
Recalling her conversation with a
resident, she quotes an important
point he made about the nature
of professional travel photogra¬
phy - “[people] make money off
phototgraphs] of us, but what do
we get?” - it is easy to take photo¬
graphs and take no further actions.
Yet while Bautista acknowledges
the power relationship that under¬
lines this type of documentation,
she is continually drawn to the im¬
age of the girl she photographed, a
girl who breaks the stereotypes of
“exotic lands” because she is “rich
in nature, community and family.”
When considering the upcom¬
ing exhibit, Das also asks “what
do the[se images] say about us?”

"Bodies" Gets
Under Your Skin
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

alization in the viewer, or rather,
in me. An auxiliary and optional
addition to this reproductive room
showed the fetus in several stages
of development, including a moth¬
er deceased with an about-to-bebom infant still in womb, an es¬
pecially shocking series of images
that, even for the most progressive
of viewers, tangibly presents the
genesis of political volatility in the
abortion debate.
This room especially under¬
mined any vestiges of a cultural
aesthetic that attempts to divide
art from the experience of living,
or attempts to treat art with a self¬
preserving objectivity. When art
suddenly becomes the image of
Necessity, the image of imminence
and eventual future, the implica¬
tion of the self in all forms of repre¬
sentation becomes palpable. More
simply, looking at myself, dead,
made me afraid but also exposed
that Utopian impulse in art that
tries to forge an image of beauty
out of the fact of destruction.
And, lest this fact submerge be¬
neath the morbidity of this whole
experience, I might express, with
words ill-fit to express this, that the

human form really is tremendously
beautiful in its complexity and fra¬
gility. Placed within the context of
this teetering intricacy, the violence
of death, the radical experience of
death as a corporeal form, looms
less balefully on the horizon or
at least allows for the experience
of living to supersede the fear of
death’s arrival. This all seems overly
poignant for a museum display, and
for some it may seem sickeningly
overwrought, but, in a moment of
intimacy, I reveal to you that I live
my life in fear of death precisely
because it exists at the periphery
of my ability to imagine or com¬
prehend and that, something about
the immediacy of death in this ex¬
hibit allowed for its circumscription
within my horizon of self-projec¬
tion. Whether this turns out to be
a short-lived consolation in itself
remains unseen, but the exhibit is
powerful nonetheless in its ability
to affect this sort of revelation at
all.
“Bodies the Exhibition” will
show at South Street Seaport un¬
til late April, at which time it will
move to Atlanta. Adult admission
costs $24.50, a low price in relation
to the wonder of the exhibit.

A picture, he reasons, underscores
what exactly we consider wor¬
thy of presenting as it “brings up
issues of how we see the world
and what we are able to take back
from [those experiences).” Differ¬
ent pictures work in different ways
to compose a story, and this story
will vary indefinitely with the con¬
text of the photo and the individual
photographer, Das explains.
While there are many possible
perspectives we can take when
viewing the upcoming event, from
simple aesthetic pleasure to cultur¬
al commentary, Hannah JohnsonBreimeier ’06 reminds us of one
last possibility. Johnson-Breimeier
believes that the exhibition is par¬
ticularly valuable for providing
inspiration for students consider¬
ing traveling abroad; she explains
that it was a previous exhibit that
helped convince her to travel to Hi¬
roshima, Japan last year.
As always this years’ Off-Cam¬
pus Photo Exhibit promises to
represent a portion of the study
abroad experience with images of
colorful scenery and intriguing en¬
vironments. Imbued with multiple
meanings, these documents will
help us to imagine the experiences
of our peers in a way stories alone
cannot. For, as Johnson-Briemeier
asserts, “You can talk about [the
study abroad experience] all you
want but pictures convey some¬
thing more intense.”

Of Montreal's
New Album
Makes Listeners
Head South
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10

a band that broke out into main¬
stream listening with two songs
on the “Garden State” soundtrack.
While this is clearly their best al¬
bum to date, I think I will stick to
the Shins.
The name of the group, “Of
Montreal,” comes from a tattoo on
the ankle of the only female mem¬
ber of the band, which she re¬
ceived while on spring break with
her sorority sisters. Convinced by
a group of guys to be branded in
this way, the band chose to turn
her unwanted mark into a positive
thing, which she explains as be¬
ing therapeutic to letting go of the
event. While I had to listen to the
music just long enough to write a
review and spare all of you, alas,
it will be a while until I attempt
to appreciate it again. For now I’ve
decided to keep listening to Wilco, Bright Eyes, the White Stripes
and others until I am convinced
otherwise. For now, “Of Montre¬
al” is just too saccharine; sending
positive messages just barely heard
over what sounds like random in¬
struments having a drunken New
Year’s party.

DJ Cardenas
Brings Funky
House to Bates
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10

slowing things down, and fash¬
ioned Funky-House style songs,
tracks that “have the same effect as
Trance” as they get people danc¬
ing, but are created around “Latin
rhythms and a lot of soul.” His
Spanish and Portuguese roots only
nurtured his familiarity and com¬
fort with these modes.
Cardenas has been producing
and mixing for a living for two
years now, and plans on pursuing
Techno after Bates. He hopes to
return to his residency at the Roxy
this summer, as well as take up a
second gig in Miami. After gradu¬
ation, Cardenas plans on traveling
to Amsterdam, where he has been
invited to spin. “Dutch DJs are su¬
perstars,” he says grinning.
Cardenas plans on performing
more at Bates. And though the
basement of Hacker or lounge in
Page probably can’t compare to
the austerity of the VIP room of
the Crowbar club, as long as he’s
creating his music in front of a re¬
ceptive audience, he really doesn’t
mind. “When people stay to the
end [of your set] and want more,
that’s your reward as a performer,
[one of] satisfaction and accom¬
plishment,” he says. He “hopes
that people [at Bates] aren’t tired
of the whole thing,” the electronic
dance scene itself, and is already
preparing for another perfor¬
mance. Popping his earbuds back
in, Cardenas returns to his vows.
Spinning his iPod dial like a prayer
wheel, re-devoting himself to the
craft which enriches his every day,
he leaves the Den and readies
himself for the next show.

And the
Fashion
Oscar Goes
to...
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

An exciting and rare color palette
saturated the ceremony. Presenter
Uma Thurman came in sweep¬
ing cream, Jada Pinkett Smith in a
bright azure blue. More controver¬
sially, Michelle Williams arrived in
Dijon yellow, and Amy Adams opt¬
ed for a chocolate Carolina Herrera
with stripped trim. Williams’s se¬
lection was debatable. The color?
The bright red lipstick? The front
ruffles? The sweeping train? In
short, it was a unique choice, one
that offered a sense of personality.
Next, though the color of Adams’s
selection nicely complimented her
red locks, the voluminous structure
and detailing on the bodice were
mildly off-putting. However, for
a culture frequently so hesitant to
change, I wouldn’t be so foolish
as to fully shun an ensemble that
at least provided an innovative vi¬
sual. Furthermore, one cannot ad¬
equately discuss structure without
at least noting Charlize Theron’s
selection. It was a gown that, quite
frankly, only Charlize could have
worn. But she wore it well.
All in all, the fashion wasn’t
particularly impressive. Still, there
were some refreshingly unexpect¬
ed color choices and exaggerated
structures which, along with John
Stewart’s sheepish humor, success¬
fully appeased the American audi¬
ence. Surprisingly, the biggest mis¬
step of the night wasn’t a dramatic
fashion error but instead Jennifer
Garner’s slip as she presented the
sound editing award.

LOOKING FOR AN
EXCITING JOB? GOOD.
BECAUSE RED BULL IS
LOOKING FOR A STUDENT
BRAND MANAGER ON
YOUR CAMPUS!

To find out more and to apply go to
www.redbullu.com or text the word SBM to 72855
C5 *00<« Red Bull North America, Inc, All rights reserved.
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Women's Squash Sends
Three to Holleran Cup
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

son, a match that Cornell won 72. But the Bobcats were in much
better shape this time around, as
they put forth a victorious effort,
beating their Ivy League foe by
a score of 6-3. Although the Big
Red won the matches in the first
three spots, the Bobcats showed
off their superior depth in winning
the four through nine spots as well
as the exhibition match. Roberts,
playing what she considered the
best squash of her Bates career in
her last match, outplayed Marian
Barnes, Cornell’s former number
one, triumphing 9-7, (5-9), 9-5, 93. Haynes, Lemoine, Blomstedt,
Imrich, Webel and Audrey Blanch¬
ette ’06 all swept their Cornell op¬
ponents.
The win bumped the women’s
ranking up from tenth to ninth,
thus topping off one of the most
successful seasons in the program’s
existence. The team also sent
three to the Individual Nationals,
which were held last weekend at
Amherst. Lue Yen, Engman and
Gerrish all competed for the Hol¬
leran (B Division) Cup.
Lue Yen won her first-round
match against Bowdoin’s Emilie
McKenna in a five game affair 95, 10-9, (6-9),(1-9), 9-7. In the
second round, she had to square

off against Katia Stipinovich of
St. Lawrence, who beat her ear¬
lier in the year and prevailed this
time around as well by a dose
three-game score of 9-7, 10-8, 97. Dropping into the consolation
bracket, she took on Colby’s Sta¬
cey Petro and won easily 9-1, 9-2,
9-1 before falling to Alex Cornett
of Cornell (4-9), (3-9), (0-9).
Engman took a similar route
as Lue Yen, beating Caroline
Shannon of Amherst in the first
round 9-6, 9-4, 9-1 before losing
to top-seeded Carly Grabowski
of Princeton 9-2, 9-2, 9-4. In the
consolation bracket, she outlasted
Denison’s Katie Anders (6-9), 9-3,
9-1, 9-6, but lost to Katie Warner
of Williams (3-9),(6-9),(4-9).
Gerrish meanwhile fell to
eighth seeded Katie Whipple of
Williams in the first round 9-1, 91, 9-4. In the consolation brack¬
et, she topped Amherst’s Emily
O’Brien 9-5, 9-2, 9-6. In the next
round, she was on the wrong end
of a comeback by Shannon, losing
9-2, 9-7, (5-9), (9-10), (8-10).
Overall, it was a very success¬
ful season for the team. They will
be graduating Lue Yen, Roberts
and Blanchette, but with the depth
they have, there is no reason to
think that they won’t maintain this
year’s accomplishments well into
the future.

LINCOLN BENEDICT/WWW.ABEWEB.NET
Margot Webel '09 competes earlier this season against Colby. Webel finished the season with a 19-4 record.

Spring Sport Debuts

Best of Winter Sports Tennis Teams Take Down MIT, Babson;
Men’s Basketball

Men's Lax Wins Season Opener vs. Gulls

All-NESCAC Second Team- Zak Ray ’07, Rob Stockwell ’07
NESCAC Coach of the Year- Joe Reilly
Women’s Basketball
NESCAC Player of the Year- Meg Coffin ’07
All-NESCAC Second Team- Sarah Barton ’08, Matia Kostakis ’08
Women’s Swimming and Diving
All-NESCAC and NCAA Qualifier- Kelsey Lamdin ’09
Men’s Indoor Track
Provisional NCAA Qualifiers- Noah Gauthier ’08, Adam Macbeth
’06, Joel Colony ’06, Matt Capone ’07, Sam Thomas ’07
Women’s Indoor Track
Automatic NCAA Qualifier- Keelin Godsey ’06

JOHN MCNULTY
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

After losing a pair of matches
over February break in San Anto¬
nio, Texas, men’s tennis picked up
their first win of the season, a 70 effort against Babson College in
Massachusetts. Not a single set was
lost over the course of the match.
All-American Will Boe-Wiegaard ’06 picked up a pair of wins,
beating Jeremy Stein in first singles
6-0, 6-1 while teaming up with
Tristan Beach ’06 to win at first
doubles over Stein and Jason Lynn
8-4.
Beach also won at second sin¬
gles, besting Lynn 6-3, 6-1, while
Greg Little ’07 crushed Andy Shin
at third singles 6-0, 6-0. They will
travel to Middlebury this weekend
to, face off against Hamilton and
the University of Rochester.

**********

Women’s tennis won a close 54 match against MIT for their first
win against the Engineers in Coach
Paul Gastonguay’s five-year tenure
at Bates.
The Bobcats won at the first
and second singles, with Cecilia
Grissa ’08 defeated Serena Lin 7-6
(8-6), 6-1 while Currie won a thrill¬
er over Elaine Ni 4-6, 7-6 (7-4), 7-6
(7-2).
Also winning was Laura Harris
’07, who won a close match over
Yi Wang 7-5, 6-4, the first doubles
team of Grissa and Harris, and
the third doubles team of Mallika
Raghavan ’08 and Liz Fleming ’08.
The women, with a record of
3-3 have almost a full month off
before facing Brandeis at home on
Apr. 1.

In their season opener, men’s
lacrosse prevailed over the Endicott Gulls 14-10. The Bobcats lead
the game wire-to-wire, jumping
out to an 8-3 halftime lead.
Sophomore attack Justin Simon
lead the scoring frenzy with four
goals, while Matt Erisman ’07, Mike
Medeiros ’08, and Wes Couture
’07 all chipped in with two goals
each.
Also scoring was Brent Morin
’08 (one goal, two assists), Dave
Pritchard ’06 (one goal, one assist),
Ryan O’Connor ’06 (one goal),
Brenton Pitt ’06 (one goal), and
Craig Blake ’08 (one assist). Senior
goaltender Paul Kazarian had six
saves in net for the Bobcats. Bates’
home opener will be this Saturday
against Amherst at 1 p.m.

Men’s Alpine Skiing
NCAA Qualifiers- Sean McKenna ’06, Leo Menard ’08
Women’s Alpine Skiing
NCAA Qualifiers- Whitney Fahy ’08, Liz Thompson ’09, Megan
Papineau ’09
Men’s Nordic Skiing
NCAA Qualifiers- Sylvan Ellison ’09, Seth Hubbard ’06
Women’s Nordic Skiing
NCAA Qualifier- Kaitlyn McElroy ’07

Men's Track Sends a Slew of Athletes
to Division III Nationals at St. Olaf
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15

ity Last Chance meet held March 3,
at Yale University in Connecticut.
The men finished in first place,
driven to the top of the long list
of competitors thanks todue to as¬
tounding performances by deter¬
mined Bobcats.
Gauthier threw his personal
best in the 35-pound weight throw

with a distance of 58-4, earning
him first place. This distance also
moved his national ranking up two
slots.
Other notable field events in¬
cluded Drabo, who finished sixth
in the triple jump with 43-03.
The runners also held their
own. The meet saw yet another
impressive outing by the 4x400 re¬
lay team again comprised of Colo¬

ny, Capone, Macbeth and Thomas.
The team placed first with 3:22.11.
Other runners included Biggart
who earned 13th in the 5000-meter
race at 15:47.61.
Next the men prepare for the
NCAA Division III Championships
which are held at St. Olaf College
next weekend.
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Men's Squash Bests Bowdoin Again At Nationals
JOHN MCNULTY
SPORTS MANAGING EDITOR

Men’s squash finished the sea¬
son strong at both the team and
individual levels. With a win over
Colby in their regular season finale
and a pair of wins in the Hoehn Di¬
vision at team nationals, they ended
their season with a 16-9 record and
a ranking of thirteenth in the na¬
tion.
On Feb. 14, the men made
quick work of the White Mules in
Waterville, prevailing 7-2 to ensure
a CBB Title. Playing in the top two
spots, both Ricky Weisskopf ’08 and
Sean Wilkinson ’08 won in three
games, with Weisskopf only giving
up two points to Colby’s Jake Leiby. Junior Gary Kan dropped the
first game in the three spot match
but won the next three to take the
match. Seniors Jamie White, Pete
Goldsborough and Guillermo Moronta all swept their opponents as
well.
The following weekend, the
team traveled to Princeton for the
team nationals. The men, seeded
13th, were placed in the Hoehn “B”
Division, which was comprised of
the 9th through 16th ranked teams.

In their first-round match, they
squared off against 12th ranked
Franklin & Marshall, a team they
lost to 6-3 earlier in the season. This
time around, the match was much
closer, with three matches going
to five games, but Bates ultimately
lost with a score of 5-4. Weisskopf
played in one of his closest matches
of the year against Rushabh Vora.
After dropping the first two games,
Ricky took over the match, giving
up only four points while winning
the last three games to take the
match (3-9), (7-9), 9-0, 9-3, 9-1.
The Bobcats, however, lost
the other two five-game matches,
as Marc Taggart ’09 lost to Pat¬
rick Pasquariello in the seven spot
match 9-4, 9-4, (4-9), (5-9), (7-9)
and Charlie Johnson ’09 lost in an
equally close manner in the eight
spot to Shane Alater 9-5, (5-9), (69), 10-8, (7-9). Bates’ other wins
came in the three and four spots,
where both Kan and White won
in four games, and in the six spot,
where Chip Russell ’09 swept F &
M’s Seth Cruice.
The loss put the Bobcats in the
consolation bracket, where they
faced l6th ranked Tufts the follow¬
ing day. Bates cmised to an easy 8-

1 win over their NESCAC opponent.
Weisskopf, Wilkinson, Kan and
White all swept their foes. Russell
won in five games, as did Moronta
in the nine spot. Guillermo, after
failing to pick up a point in the first
two games, put together an impres¬
sive rally to beat David Linz (0-9),
(0-9), 9-7, 10-8, 9-3.
The Tufts win put the Bobcats
on a collision course to face a fa¬
miliar opponent in Bowdoin. The
Polar Bears, ranked 14th, lost to
Amherst in the first round and then
squeaked past Navy 5-4 to ensure
the fourth meeting between the two
teams this season. Bates won the
prior three meetings between the
two teams, two of them coming
with a 5-4 score.
Once again the Bobcats had
Bowdoin’s number, and they won
7-2. But as has been the case all
season, the majority of the matches
were close, with four going to five
games. Bates won three of those
matches. Goldsborough, who had
played a couple of classic matches
against Nick Adams, was successful
in another comeback bid, winning
the last three games to prevail (7-9),
(3-9), 9-6, 9-3, 9-2. Both Russell and
Johnson also rallied after losing the

first two games to win. The other
match wins for the Bobcats were
provided by Weisskopf, Wilkinson
and White, all of whom swept their
rivals, and Taggart, who won in
four games.
Beating Bowdoin once again
was an excellent way to end the
season for most of the team, espe¬
cially seniors White, Goldsborough
and Moronta. White was undefeat¬
ed for the weekend while Moronta
improved his game considerably as
the season progressed, as he was
the only Bobcat to win a match
against top-ranked Trinity in the
NESCAC Tournament.
The season continued for both
Weisskopf and Wilkinson, who
qualified for the Individual Nation¬
als, which was played at Amherst.
Wilkinson played in the Malloy
(B Division) Cup while Weisskopf
qualified to play in the Potter (A Di¬
vision) Cup.
Wilkinson squared against an¬
other Polar Bear in the first round of
his tourney, this time besting their
number one player Matt Drescher
9-4, 9-4, (4-9), 9-7. He then went
on to sweep U-Penn’s Andrew Zim¬
merman in a shocking upset. Sean
beat Zimmerman, who was seeded

second in the tourney, 10-9, 9-0,
9-7. He then put forth a solid ef¬
fort in the quarterfinals, but lost to
Harvard’s Nicholas Hrdy (3-9), (19), 9-1, (6-9).
In the Potter Cup, Weisskopf,
ranked 14th out of 32 players, took
on William Cheng of Cornell in the
first round and topped him 9-1, 92, (6-9), 9-0. In the next round, he
ran into Trinity’s top player Shaun
Johnstone, ranked 4th in the na¬
tion. Ricky couldn’t keep up as
Johnstone swept him 9-4, 9-1, 9-2.
In the second round consolation
bracket, Weisskopf then squared off
against Johnstone’s teammate Sahil
Vora, and was beaten again (3-9),
(5-9), (0-9). It was the end of an¬
other stellar season for Ricky, who
garnered his second straight AllAmerican squash award.
With the season over, coach
John Illig’s squad has to be con¬
tent with how they played in the
past month. The team as a whole
stepped up their game and played
much better as the season went on.
There will be holes to fill, with three
seniors graduating, but with the top
three players returning, there’s no
reason why this team shouldn’t en¬
joy further success next year.

Coffin, Barton Get NESCAC nods Westfield State Upsets Basketball
Looks to
Men's Hockey's
Improve
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

Bates kept the lead from Bow¬
doin the entire first half, lead¬
ing by seven points at half time.
“Bowdoin got hot from the field
in the second half and out scored
us 49-32,” said Murphy. Eight
minutes into the half, the Polar
Bears took the lead. Julia Loonin
and Marisa Berne had standout
games, with Loonin scoring all of
her 17 points in the second half,
while Berne sunk four threes, en
route to scoring 18 points.
Coffin, NESCAC Player of the
Year, had limited playing time
due to foul trouble. Nonetheless,
she was able to pick up another
double-double, scoring 12 and
snatching 12 rebounds. Barton
contributed 15 points and seven
assists.
Despite efforts from the Bates
team to reclaim the lead, Bowdoin’s solid defense held them
off in the end. “Three-time NES¬
CAC Defensive Player of the Year
Justine Pouravelis caused havoc
on our offense,” said Murphy
said about the standout senior
who rebounded 11 balls, to go
along with three steals and one
blocked shot.
Bowdoin won 68-58, its sixth
straight year claiming the NES¬
CAC championship. Though the
loss was an upset to the Bobcat
pack, the team was excited to re¬
ceive a bid from the NCAA com¬
mittee inviting the team to play
in the Division III NESCAC tour¬
nament.
Bates played Virginia’s Bridgewater College on March 3- “We
knew Bridgewater College was
an excellent team, and we would
have to play a very good game to
beat them,” said Murphy.
The game was close all along.
Kostakis opened up the game
scoring in the second minute.
Once again the defense started
off stout, holding Bridgewater
scoreless until the sixth minute.

Though Bates held the lead for
the majority of the half, Bridgewater kept the game close, tying
the score at 30-30 going into the
half.
In the second half, each team
would have to play as if they
were starting a new game, the
score sitting at a draw. Bridgewater stole the lead, initially. The
possession of the lead teetered
between Bates and Bridgewater
until regulation time ended with
a tied score of 62-62, forcing the
game into overtime.
Bates took the lead from the
onset and held it most of the
way. But with 16 seconds with
the Bobcats nursing a one-point
lead, Bridgewater’s Shannon
Scales stole the ball from Barton
and sunk a three, which was the
last and deciding basket of the
game, giving Bridgewater the
victory and ending Bates’ season
with a 71-69 loss.
Although they lost, Bates put
forth a respectable effort. Kosta¬
kis led Bates in scoring, with 22
points in the game. Powers had
ten points, and Barton played her
usual play-making role, dishing
out 12 assists.
Coffin, who was named NES¬
CAC Player of the Year, put forth
another excellent effort, scoring
16 points, with 17 rebounds, two
blocks and three steals, Coffin
spent significant minutes on the
bench. When she wasn’t in the
game, the team struggled on the
boards.
Murphy explained, “Our in¬
ability to rebound when Cof¬
fin was on the bench with foul
trouble, our inability to take care
of the ball on offense and shoot¬
ing only 45 percent from the free
throw line, led to the defeat.”
The Bobcats finished the sea¬
son with a 19-9 record and will
wait until next year for a chance
to claim a NESCAC championship
and advance further in the NCAA
tournament.

MAC KING
STAFF WRITER

The Bates College slay-fest
has finally ended. Men’s hockey’s
lost to Westfield State in the fi¬
nals of the NECHA playoffs two
weeks ago, ending their out¬
standing 2006 season on a some¬
what low note. After receiving
the number one seed and a bye
in the quarterfinals, the Bobcats
beat Springfield College 6-5, in a
game far less close than the score
reflects.
The Bobcats dominated their
semi-final bout throughout, giv¬
ing the Springfield goalie enough
shots to make any morose doctor
proud. SC’s net-minder played
out of his mind, however, keep¬
ing his team in the game, but
following a series of Springfield
goals off various deflections and
unlucky bounces, defensemen
Sam Kaplan ’09 netted the game’s
winning goal on an assist from
Craig Blake ’08.
The following evening the
Garnet men took on Westfield
State, who dealt the Bobcats their
only regular season loss. Unfor¬
tunately, while only one of West¬
field’s four goals was legitimate,
Bates was outplayed.
Following two fluke goals at¬
tributed to awkwardly bouncing
pucks, and one goal on a pretty
shot, Blake netted the Bobcats’
only goal of the game with 4:30
on the clock.
Trailing by two, the Garnet
men pulled their goalie, only to
see Westfield State recover and
score an empty netter to cap the
win.
Prior to their playoff run, the
Bobcats wrapped up their regular
season with a road trip to Con¬
necticut, soundly beating Con-

necticut College and the Coast
Guard Academy 6-2 and 5-3, re¬
spectively, to finish the regular
season 15-1. Both games seemed
to occur in much the same fash¬
ion, as though following a uni¬
form script.
Opening face-off, opponent
scores a goal, Bates putts around,
first period ends, then in the sec¬
ond period, Bates takes the figu¬
rative offensive sledgehammer to
their constitution-state rivals, re¬
ducing them to a heap of injured
feelings and shattered bones:
game-set-match.
On Friday evening, Carl
Noblitt ’07 sparked the Bobcat
scoring frenzy with his first hattrick of the season, putting the
game safely out of reach and
leaving the Camels nowhere to
hump but home.
On Saturday that role be¬
longed to Sean O’Brien ’09, who
netted his own hat-trick and left
the Bears (kind of a lame mascot
for the Coast Guard Academy,
why couldn’t they have some¬
thing sweet like the “Spear-GunArmed Divers” or the “Border-Pa¬
trollers”) out of territory to roam
free and mate upon, forcing them
to infringe upon the world of
humans, raiding dumpsters and
sheep farms eventually to be
picked off by farmers with high
powered rifles.
All ridiculous nonsensical
sports analogies aside, however,
despite a disappointing play¬
off run, the Bobcats put togeth¬
er one of the better seasons of
Bates hockey in anyone’s recent
memory.
Furthermore, with a strong
class of first-years, sophomores
and juniors, the Garnet men
should continue to dominate in
the seasons to come.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

get it done. We are in arguably
the toughest region in a difficult
conference
and
we
need¬
ed to have a stronger finish.”
Bates did receive several distinc¬
tions honoring their 2005-2006 sea¬
son.
As a team, the Bobcats posted
their best record in history, 20-6,
reaching 20 wins for the first time
after nabbing 19 last year and 18 in
2003-2004. They also set a school
record of 16 consecutive wins, were
a perfect 11-0 at Alumni Gymnasi¬
um and were 5-0 in CBB play.
Individually, several Bobcats
received NESCAC honors. Ray and
Stockwell were both named to the
All-NESCAC Second Team for the
second year in a row, and Stockwell began his assault on the alltime scoring list by reaching 1,000
points during his junior year. He
ended the year with 1,115 points in
19th place on the Bobcats’ scoring
list, and within reach of 2nd place,
which is 1,600 points. Reilly also
garnered Coach of the Year hon¬
ors.
“I am proud of our team’s ef¬
fort this year, and of our individual
highlights,” said Reilly. “I believe
our players gave everything they
had all season long.”
Next year will be one of great
expectations for Bates, with top
players Ray and Stockwell returning
for their senior years, the return of
reserve guard Eric Shone ’08 from a
year-long injury and a new batch of
first-years to provide depth.
“At this point of the program,
our current players need to improve
and we need more top quality re¬
cruits to reach our ambitious goals,”
said Reilly. “I am hoping our guys
are not satisfied with this season
and really work hard to improve.”
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Godsey, Nugent Excel at Div. Ill's
CHRIS NELSON
STAFF WRITER

Over the past two weeks
women’s track competed in three
meets as they prepare for next
weekend’s NCAA Championships
at St. Olaf College in Minnesota.
On Feb. 18, the Bobcats traveled
to Tufts University for the New
England Division III Champion¬
ships. In a meet dominated by two
fellow NESCAC schools, Williams
and host Tufts, the Bobcats fin¬
ished seventh out of 22 schools.
Williams finished the meet
with 154 points, with Tufts placing
second with 122.33 points. Bates
finished with a team score of 44.5
points, placing them ahead of in¬
tra-state rivals Colby (38.33) and
the University of Southern Maine
(33).
The Bobcats scored three
first place finishes led by
Keelin Godsey's ’06 victories
in the weight throw (45-9) and the
pole vault (65-9.5). Also placing first

JEN MCINNIS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

While both men's and
Women’s swimming and diving
placed last and second-to-last
respectively in the much-an¬
ticipated NESCAC champion¬
ships," the team demonstrated
the extent of their improvement
throughout the season as the
majority of the swimmers fin¬
ished the season by obtaining
numerous personal best times.
The first weekend of break
brought much needed rest for
the bulk of the student body
but for the women’s team, Feb.

was Kathleen Nugent ’06 whose
score of 3,079 in the pentathlon
bested the competition. Among the
other impressive performances was
Kathryn Moore’s fifth place finish
in the 3,000 (10:12.31) and Laura
Golitko’s ’08 fourth place finish in
the pole vault (10-00.75).
The following weekend at Bos¬
ton University, Bates sent several
athletes to compete at the New
England championships. On the
strength of Godsey’s weight throw
and shot put and the versatility of
Nugent in the pentathlon the Bob¬
cats scored 21 points, placing them
11th out of 32 teams.
Included in the Bobcats' list
of victims were several Division
I schools. Godsey once again
scored a first place finish in the
weight throw besting the second
place competitor by over 11 feet.
In the shot put Godsey placed
fourth scoring five points for
the Bobcats. In the pentathalon,
Nugent placed third with a fi¬
nal score of 3,220 points.

Finally, on March 3, a contin¬
gent of Bobcats travelled to Trinity
College for the Last Chance Track
Meet. The meet was highlighted
by Moore’s second place finish in
the 5,000 meter run. With a time
of 17:33-09, Moore has established
the third best time in Bates history
in the 5,000.
The pole vault tandem of Julie
Shelkey '07 and Golitko also fared
extremely well. Shelkey’s vault of
10-06.75 established a personal
best and won the competition.
Golitko wasn’t far behind with a
vault of 10-00.50, tying for second.
Finally, Cassandra Kirkland ’08
placed fourth in the weight throw
with a score of 44-10.00.
Although the meet wasn’t
scored, the Bobcats established a
host of impressive performances
that should bring them into next
weekend’s NCAA Championships
with a strong sense of momentum.
The Championships will take place
on March 10.

17 marked the start of a long
weekend of swimming at Bowdoin College.
Williams College managed
to claim first place with 1878.5
points overall for the sixth
consecutive year, followed by
Middlebury (1583), Amherst
(1353.5) , Tufts (931), Con¬
necticut College (808), Colby
(788.5) , Bowdoin (737.5), Ham¬
ilton (638), Wesleyan (623),
Bates (467) and Trinity (404),
who rounded out the final
standings.
First-year diver Kelsey Lamdin, who will compete in the
NCAA Championships for div-

ing later this month, took sec¬
ond place in the 3-meter div¬
ing competition with 417.25
points.
Her performance earned
her All-NESCAC honors in both
3-meter and 1-meter diving.
Fellow diver Tasha Rosener
’08 followed suit with 364.10
points putting her in sixth in
the 3-meter.
On the swimming side of the
competition on Saturday, Bates
scored top-ten finishes in the
200-yard medley relay and 800
free relay races. The foursome
of Swenson, Meghan Conley
’08, Annie Barton ’08 and Kate
Gatti ’06 claimed ninth in the
200 MR and went on to capture
tenth in the 800 FR.
Other swimmers, including
Gatti, Barton, Alexis Boyatsis
’09 and Emilie Swenson ’08
managed finishes in their in¬
dividual races among the top
twenty while many of their
teammates attained impressive
improvements in their times.
One week after the women
finished their season, the men
traveled south to Williams for
the start of their NESCAC cham¬
pionship Feb. 24.
While the men took home
last place, the extensive im¬
provement in their times
showed how much the team
has progressed this year. Ev¬
ery one of the men recorded
at least one lifetime best and
several had best times in every
single event.
Both Dan Perry ’08 and Chris
Berry ’09 managed top eight
finishes in the l-and-3 meter
diving and the 100 backstroke,
respectively. Berry went on to
achieve best times in all of his
races as well as set new var¬
sity records in the 50-meter and
100-meter Backstroke. Seniors
John Bauer, Matt Harrington
and Fisher Qua all drastically
improved their times as well.
While the championship
marks the end of the season
for the swim team, Lamdin will
travel to the University of Min¬
nesota for the NCAA Champi¬
onships later this month.

Bobcat of
the Week
Kelsey Lamdin '09
Lamdin took third
in the 1-meter and
second in the 3-me¬
ter diving events at
the NESCAC Cham¬
pionships and qual¬
ified for the NCAA
Swimming
and
Diving Champion¬
ships.
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Men's Track Places
Third at N.E. Div. Ill's
KRISTIN SAHAGIAN
SPORTS LAYOUT EDITOR

Recently men’s track competed
in two important events: the New
England Championships held over
February Break and the Trinity
Last Chance meet held Friday.
Coming from an impressive
skill-building rout at the MIT In¬
vitational held the previous week,
the Bobcats held their own at the
highly competitive New England
Division III Championships. The
meet, held at MIT, showcased
skills they have built up over the
indoor season.
The Bobcats started off the
Championships with the pentath¬
lon event, in which Andrew Tibbets ’07 garnered a strong 5th
place overall.
Scoring a personal best of 2,976
points in the event, he earned four
points for Bates. Mike Canova
’08 placed 12th out of a field of
16, scoring 2,716, while, teammate
Jack Murphy ’08 placed 13th with
a total of 2,645 points.
From the pentathlon onward
the Bobcats maintained an im¬
pressive showcase of talent at the
indoor championships, ultimately
placing third out of 24 competing
teams. With a total of 62.5 points
earned, Bates placed behind Wil¬
liams (153) and Tufts (131).
The top five was rounded out
by MIT, placing only 4 points be¬
hind Bates, and the United States
Coast Guard, with 36 points. While
Bates placed third, they lacked a
first place finisher in any event.
Despite not placing first in
events, Bates still had a strong
showing as evidenced by the num¬
ber of Bobcats ranked in the top
five for many events. Adam Mac¬
beth ’06 had a season-best distance
in his long jump, at 21-10.25, earn¬
ing him fifth place. He also placed

second in the 55-meter hurdle
event with 7.74 seconds. This time
was both his personal best as well
as a provisional qualifying time for
the NCAA Championships.
Other impressive
runners
included Joel Colony ’06, who
placed fifth in the 200-meters with
a time of 22.81, and Matt Capone
’07 finished in eighth at 23.11.
Colony also placed 7th in the
55- meter dash with a time of 6.63.
Sam Thomas ’07 competed in the
600-meters and placed third with
1:23.23. In the 5000-meter run,
Matthew Biggart ’06 placed 11th at
15:31.62.
In team events, the 4x400-meter relay team comprised of Colo¬
ny, Capone, Macbeth and Thomas
finished at an impressive second
place with a time of 3:23.55. The
distance medley team of Sam
Murphy ’07, C.J. Murray ’09, An¬
drew Percy ’08 and Mike Watson
’09 placed fourth with a time of
10:38.46.
Impressive field competitors
included Emmanuel Drabo ’08
who competed in the triple jump,
placing fourth with a distance of
44-2.25, as well as Jerome Bennett
’09, who tied for fourth place in
the pole vault event. He vaulted
a distance of 13.6. Canova com¬
peted in the high jump, placing
seventh with 6-01.00.
Noah Gauthier ’08 earned fifth
place in the shot put event with
a distance of 49-7, then went on
to place fourth in the 35-pound
weight throw. With a distance of
56- 8.
In all, the New England Cham¬
pionships were a series of impres¬
sive outings from many Bobcats.
Bates followed the exciting
competition at MIT with the TrinSee MEN'S TRACK, page 14

Ski Teams Send Eight to Colorado
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

In the women’s event, Megan
Papineau ’09 finished 13th. Em¬
ily Sampson ’09, Perry Kleeman
’09 and Madeline McLean ’09 were
31st, 26th and 46th, respectively.
The slalom race gave McKenna
another chance to shine when he
finished seventh.
He was again followed by Me¬
nard in 17th, Berry in 22nd and
Loman in 26th. Sampson led the
way in the women’s slalom placing
14th. She was followed by Pap¬
ineau in 17th and Kleeman and
McLean in 25th and 26th.
The women’s alpine team end¬
ed one of their best seasons ever
at the Middlebury Carnival placing
fourth in the top 20. Whitney Fahy
’08 was the top finisher in 11th.
Close behind her were Em¬
ily Sampson ’09 in 14th, Elizabeth
Thompson ’09 in 15th and Perry
Kleeman ’09 in 17th.
Fahy again led the way in the
giant slalom placing 16th. Samp¬
son was 24th while Perry Kleeman
'09 placed 30th. In the men’s sla¬
lom Carter Casner ’07 and Menard

finished 16th and 17th, respec¬
tively.
Also finishing for the Bobcats
was McKenna in 21st, Berry ’08 in
30th and Loman ’08 in 45th.
In the giant slalom there was a
tight pack of Batesies, with Loman,
McKenna and Menard finishing
22nd, 24th and 25th, respectively.
Ellefson led the men’s cross¬
country team in the 10km classic
race finishing in 10th. He was fol¬
lowed by Hubbard in 19th, Cush¬
man ’09 in 34th and Johnson ’06
in 35th.
Johnson was the first finisher
in the 20km freestyle race placing
20th. Close behind him were Ellef¬
son in 21st and Dunlap in 28th.
McElroy was the top Batesie in
the women’s 15km freestyle event
finishing l6th. Behind her finished
Praggastis in 31st, Jacobs ’07 in
4lst, Poole ’07 in 43rd and Ritchie
’09 in 48th.
Armstrong led the way in the
5km classic race placing 18th. She
was followed by McElroy in 21st,
Jacobs in 35th and Pragasstis and
Ritchie in 39th and 40th, respec¬
tively.
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Women's Basketball Loses OT Heartbreaker in NCAAs
JESSIE SAWYER
STAFF WRITER

SARAH BECK/THE BATES STUDENT
Meg Coffin ’07 looks down in the low post during Bates’ NESCAC Champi¬

Top-seeded women’s bas¬
ketball entered the NESCAC
tournament hoping to emerge
as champions. On Feb. 18, the
Bobcats faced their first obsta¬
cle, the Colby Mules, at home
for the quarterfinal round!
Bates got off to a slow start,
missing its first four shots. In
the third minute, Colby’s Tan¬
ya Rosbash made a defensive
rebound, zipping the ball to
teammate Alanna Balboni.
Returning the ball to Rosbash,
Rosbash sunk a three, putting
Colby in the lead. Bates’ Sar¬
ah Barton ’08 retaliated with
two three-pointers of her own
to snatch the lead in the fifth
minute, a lead which would
last the entire half.
The second half was a dif¬
ferent game. “We picked up
the level of intensity in the
second half, particularly on
defense,” said Head Coach Jim

Murphy. Captain Meg Coffin ’07
had a double-double, racking up
14 points, and snatching ten re¬
bounds. Barton also had a dou¬
ble-double, with 11 points and
contributing ten assists. Bates
maintained the lead the rest of
the game, winning 65-44.
Feb. 25, the Bobcats hosted
the semifinals against the Wil¬
liams Ephs. According to Mur¬
phy, the game was hotly contest¬
ed in the first half. Barton scored
a three off of an assist from Jack¬
ie Powers ’09- Bates held the
lead for the majority of the half,
extending the gap to as high as
seven points. But Williams stole
the lead in the last minute of the
half, walking off the court with a
33-32 lead at intermission.
Williams’ lead did not last
for long. Eleven seconds into
the second half, Matia Kostakis
’08 scored a jumper tilting the
scoreboard back in Bates’ direc¬
tion, and the Bobcats continued
to dominate for the rest of the
half, winning by a score of 71-55.

They played well on both ends,
shooting 52.4 percent from the
floor while holding Williams to
just 22 points in the second half.
The Bobcats’ defense was an¬
other strong factor in the game.
“We completely shutdown Wil¬
liams’ offense,” said Murphy. Cof¬
fin had another double-double,
with 20 points and 15 rebounds.
Powers, Kostakis and Barton also
came up big, scoring 16, 12 and
10 points, respectively. The win
advanced the NESCAC finals for
the fourth straight year.
Feb. 26, Bates awaited the rival
Bowdoin Polar Bears at home for
the NESCAC final. Last year, the
Bobcats played the Polar Bears
in the NESCAC final at Bowdoin,
losing 65-59- This year’s rumble
began with Kostakis’s basket two
seconds into the first half.
The Bobcats prowled the
court with a fierce defense, pre¬
venting the Polar Bears from
scoring until the fifth minute.
See WOMEN'S BASKETBALL, page 14

onship loss to Bowdoin.

Ray Can't Carry Men to NCAAs Women's Squash Wins Kurtz Cup
SCOTT PRIEST
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Men’s basketball’s historic sea¬
son came to an end Feb. 25 in an
86-66 defeat to Amherst in the sec¬
ond round of the NESCAC tourna¬
ment.
Zak Ray ’07 led Bates with a
career-high 30 points, 26 of which
were registered in the second half.
Rob Stockwell ’07 contributed 17
points and a team-high eight re¬
bounds and Sean Cahill ’06 added
eight points.
The Bobcats were a team out¬
matched by the host Lord Jeffs,
who outrebounded Bates 40-31 and
showed superior ball movement
with 16 team assists, while Bates
had just three. Amherst also shot
better from the field—53 percent to
Bates’ 39 percent—and from behind
the arc, where Amherst hit nine of
18 attempts while Bates hit just five
of 28. Amherst, who had defeated
Bates by 26, only two weeks earlier,

never let their lead drop below 15
in the final 17 minutes of action.
“Obviously we are disappoint¬
ed that we didn’t win the NESCAC
championship,” said head coach Joe
Reilly. “Just like the other NESCAC
sports, you can’t win the NESCAC
without being one of the best teams
in the country. Wanting to win in the
NESCAC is not enough—you have
to work hard all year long and most
importantly produce during the
season when it matters the most.”
The Bobcats also failed to earn a
bid for the NCAA tournament. NE¬
SCAC champion Amherst and run¬
ner-up Tufts each nabbed a spot,
but Bates found itself just outside
the qualifications.
“We are also very disappointed
that we didn’t receive an at-large
bid to the NCAA tournament,” said
Reilly. “But we had our chanc¬
es to beat some great teams at
the end of our season and didn’t
See MEN'S BASKETBALL, page 15

JOHN MCNULTY
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

All season long, Head Coach
John Illig stressed the importance
of making sure that his squash
teams were prepared both men¬
tally and physically for Nationals.
Over break, the women’s team
showed that such preparation
can pay off in a big way, as they
beat Cornell to win the Kurtz (B
Division) Cup to finish the season
ninth in the nation. Their record
overall for the season is 16-7.
The final match of the regular
season, against Colby, served as a
tune-up for Nationals and would
be a harbinger of things to come.
The Bobcats won the match hand¬
ily 8-1, with all eight match wins
coming in three games.
CBB
Champs, the girls then moved
onto bigger goals when they trav¬
eled to Harvard the second week¬
end of break for Team Nationals.
The ten-day break between

matches left the women well-rest¬
ed and ready to dominate. Play¬
ing in the Kurtz Cup, in which the
9th through 16th ranked teams
compete, Bates drew 15th ranked
Vassar in the first round, and won
easily, 9-0. The Bobcats didn’t
lose a single game over the course
of the match. Some highlights in¬
cluded Melissa Lue Yen ’06 swiftly
dispatching Anna Moser 9-0, 9-3,
9-0 in the number one spot and
Kelsey Engman ’07 beating Katie
Segel in the number two spot 94, 9-1, 9-2. Charlotte Gerrish ’08,
Liza Roberts ’06, Schuyler Haynes
’07, Caroline Lemoine ’08, Sarah
Blomstedt ’09, Jenny Imrich ’08,
and Margot Webel ’09 all prevailed
as well. Webel’s opponent failed
to score a single point against
her.
In the next round, the women
faced off against Bowdoin, who
beat St. Lawrence in the prior
round, for the third time this sea¬
son. The Bobcats, who were vic¬

torious over the Polar Bears in
their first two meetings, came out
on top once again, 8-1. Engman,
Haynes and Blomstedt all won in
three games. In the number three
spot, Gerrish avenged her loss to
Kate Gormley in their previous
match by winning in four games
9-6, (7-9), 9-5, 10-9. The number
four spot match was the closest
match of the day, as Roberts and
Susie Martin competed in a backand-forth affair. But Roberts took
control of the deciding fifth game
to triumph 9-3, (8-10), 9-2, (5-9),
9-3- The only match win for the
Polar Bears came in the number
one spot, where All-American Niki
Clement swept Lue Yen 9-1, 9-4,
9-3.
The semifinal win advanced
the women to the Kurtz Cup finals,
where they squared off against Cor¬
nell in the finals. The two teams
played each other early in the seaSee WOMEN'S SQUASH, page 13

Ski Teams Gear Up for NCAAs
MEGAN GERMSCHEID
STAFF WRITER

The Cross-country and alpine
teams finished their seasons over
February break competing in the
Williams and Middlebury Carnivals.
Bates finishes the year sending a
record eight Bobcats to Nationals
in Steamboat, Colorado Mar. 8-11.
Six of the eight skiers making
the trek to Colorado, including al¬
pine skiers Whitney Fahy ’08, Liz
Thompson ’09, and Megan Papineau ’09 and Leo Menard ’08 and
cross-country skiers Sylvan Ellefson ’09 and Kaitlyn McElroy ’08,
are underclassman who will return
next year to continue leading the
teams to great places.
The two seniors, alpine skier

Sean McKenna ’06 and nordic skier
Seth Hubbard ’06 have strongly led
their teams for the past four years
and hope to end their college ca¬
reers as All-Americans..
Two weeks ago at the Williams
Carnival, Hubbard ’06 led the way
for the cross-country skiers in the
10 km Freestyle race placing tenth.
He was followed by Ellefson in
13th. Senior Dan Johnson crossed
the finish line in 28th place.
He was followed by Matt Dun¬
lap ’08 in 36th, Kyle Rogers ’07 in
39th and Connor Cushman ’09 in
48th.
The women’s team also skied
a 10k skate race with McElroy ’08
breaking the top 20, placing 16th.
She was followed by a pack of
Bobcats led by Haleigh Armstrong

'09 in 33rd, Emily Poole ’07 in 36th,
Alissa Praggastis ’07 in 40th, Lau¬
ren Jacobs ’07 in 43rd and Nicole
Ritchie ’09 in 45th.
In the 3x4k relay, the Bates
team of Ellefson, Johnson and Hub¬
bard finished fifth out of 20 teams.
The women’s relay team consisting
of McElroy, Armstrong and Poole
finished in tenth.
McKenna, with some of his
best skiing of the year, led the al¬
pine team as he finished in the top
ten in both the slalom and giant
slalom events.
He placed ninth in the giant
slalom and was followed by Leo
Menard ’08 in 20th, Dan Loman
’08 in 21st and Kevin Berry ’08 in
29th.
See SKIING, page 15

LINCOLN BENEDICT/OCMR
Sean McKenna '06 is on edge during a Giant Slalom run.

